illit, Ilt'u ",ist'ri trm/.u';",ur!
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MAJORITY RENEGADE OF TH

YEAR

o

In keeping with Instauration's policy of
anonymity, communicants will only be
identified by the first three digits of their zip
code.

o

America, universal dumping ground for
the dregs of society! And the music plays
on!
038

o Since the Vietnamese government is sup
plying ,the boats and is charging $2,500 in
gold to let them leave, are they truly Ure
fugees?" Also, most of the boat people are
ethnic Chinese, many of whom helped the
Viet Cong kill Americans in the recent war.
Why should we take them in? If they cannot
be sent back to Vietnam or to China, where
they belong, there is lots of space in Su
matra.
606

o

Whenever I have ambiguous feelings
about news reports, I take the view that if
the media is for it, I'm against it.
327

o Boas, Marx and Rousseau were neither
scientists, economists nor even philoso
phers. They were neurotic, superstitious,
Lysenkoist witch doctors. More than Nobel
prizes or Pulitzer prizes, they deserve the
fickle finger of fate award once given out
by "Laugh In.'' Their inane and ludicrous
attempts at social engineering will inspire
more laughter in future generations than
ever the Three Stooges did in ours.
561

o

Let whites rule in America, blacks in
Africa.
333

We have had in this century, up till Cat
ter, four Democratic presidents and four
wars, seven Republican pre~jdents and no
wars. Such a succession of coincidence
(eleven) under the laws of mathematics and
gaming (odds) could happen once in 2,048
times. These wars broke out respectively in
the fifth year of Wilson, the ninth year of
Roosevelt, the fifth year of Truman and,
while there is no specific date for the start
of the Vietnam conflict, either Kennedy or
Johnson must take the blame for it. Mathe
matics and logic clearly suggest that the be
hind-the-scenes leaders of the Democratic
(war) party have a strong prediliction for
solving their problems by armed conflict.
731

o Your article, UNo Correlation Between
Education and Crime," (instauration, Sept.
1979) was interesting but I wish that you
had ended it by saying there is a correlation
between race and crime.
811

o

Cholly's predictions are dire. Horren
dous in detail. He tells us our total demise is
a foregone conclusion. My eyes are dry
with tears I cannot shed, emotions frozen.
But what decent individual wants to learn
to live with it, Nflow with it and overcome it
by accepting it"? Such utter hopelessness,
never!
333

C The very plausible idea that, since there
has been little physical evolution in the past
100,000 years, most evolution during this
time has been cultural has unfortunately
led to the false conclusion that racial differ
ences don't matter.
200

Instauration

I was very disappointed in Cholly. His
thinking, or lack of it, is what I would ex
pect of a IIbureaucrat liberal" who knows
little of history. I thought the first part of his
September column, the analysis of where
our society is today and why, rational. But
the second part, in my opinion, was irra
tional. I cannot agree that IIthere is no need
at this point to fret about what will be done;
it will all happen in good time." In myopin
ion nothing just happens. Something causes
things to happen, either an overt or covert
action. We are in this deadly mess today be
cause too many good people are sitting
back and waiting for something good to
happen and hoping something bad won't
happen. We have to make things happen.
Cholly's saying that a IIcarer" is a minority
of one will be approved by all our sit-back
and-wait people. The idea of all carers
keeping their mouths shut and waiting for a
sign is self-defeating.
274

o

On the CBS evening news (Saturday,
Sept. 22, 1979), Dan Rather, the dark-,
skinned, dark-haired, dark-eyed, dark
hearted commentator from South Texas,
ended his half-hour show with the saluta
tion, UHappy New Year." Rather, who
hosted the notorious TV sermon against IQ
some years ago, does not list his parents in
his Who's Who entry.
220

o

For I I Majority Renegade of the Year,"
who else but Jimmy Carter?
208

o

My reaction to seeing my pieces in In
stauration can best be expressed in Ger
man:
Ach, wie schon dass Niemand weiss
Dass ich Rumpelstilzchen heiss!
763
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D There are some ethnic racists (Italians,
Ukrainians, etc.) who are quite bitter about
WASPs and what they see as a pro-WASP
bias in Instauration. I don't see it. What I see
is a Beyondist thesis of making new races
out of the best material we have. A very
good world would begin with something
like 75% Nordics, 10% German Catholics,
5% or 10% Slav, and 5 % or 10% Celts, Irish
and French.
358

D The contentions in Throckmorton's ar
ticle, uHuman Nature" (/nstauration, Sept.
1979) that one should concentrate on one
aspect of the truth has a lot to recommend
it. But whether one is promoting the Pales
tinian cause, undermining Einstein, or at
tacking the environmentalists, I think the
whole Jewish picture should be in one's
mind. I also like his distinction between ra
cialism and nationalism, though they
usually overlap to some extent.
661
One cause of augmented interracial
couplings (W.F./B.M.) is the imbalance of
white males to white females. It is now
possible to determine the sex of a fetus by
amniocentesis, which is used for that pur
pose by some prospective parents. If an in
creased number of white male children
could be fostered, the hemorrhage of race
mixing would be partly staunched.
018
D I think the motto of every Instaurationist
should be: "I may not be able to tell you the
whole truth, but I can, and will, avoid tel
ling you any lies."
619

o I taped a TV "discussion" on a local talk
show on the subject of illegal aliens. My
opponent was a Spanish-born professor.
More interesting than my feeble efforts as a
public speaker was the reaction of whites I
talked to after the taping. They uniformly
said, in jest (t), "I hope no Mexicans can
find you ... better be careful to see that a
bomb isn't planted in your car." They
always laughed. But I wonder if they really
aren't physically afraid of nonwhites. At
least, my white friends correctly see what
value nonwhites place on freedom of
speech.
603

D One drawback of a rightist philosophy is
that it's not very appealing to the females of
our species. The leftist on the other hand,
with his mouthings of love, humanity and
equality, has an easier access to naive fe
males. 1 Ours, unfortunately, is a harsh
credo.
606

D If the Jews and professional liberals get
the idea sociobiology is a lot more threaten
ing than Wilson says it is, a big crackdown
may come, not on us but on the field of s0
ciobiology. In a darkening world, timing is
not unimportant.
014
D Your Bilderberger column supplies a fit
ting answer to the question, "Why then
publish Instauration?" I also appreciate
your British Bilderberger, although I should
like to know just how much Glen Livet it
took to give him the idea that "primitive
Indo-Europeans did not distinguish
between the sexes."
618

D I'm not sure which section of Instaura
tion I like best. Wish it could be issued
weekly.
232

D What is more pathetic than South Africa
with its galloping integration trying to in
gratiate itself with the outside world by
means of mixed sports teams? What on
earth does it hope to achieve? The Portu
guese had total integration and where are
the Portuguese today? And sure enough the
racially mixed South African sports teams
are not being accepted in the West _. pre
sumably because they're not entirely black.
More ominously there is now government
talk of sharing power, as if power could
ever be shared without being surrendered
first.
South African subscriber
D A remarkable thing happened last eve
ning. My wife was reading Newsweek when
she looked over and said, "You're right, we
have to do something." While she has come
to share most of my views over the ten
years we have been together, she has
always been afraid to get involved. I asked
her why this sudden change of heart and
she pointed to articles on South Africa, the
Panama Canal, Mexico, the iIIegals, blacks,
Arabs, Israel and inflation. She said time
was running out; blacks, Mexicans and the
other mud people would want more and
more until the end. Another Instaurationist
is born!
413

o

Why don't the Instaurationists, whom I
think are above-average whites, under
stand that their bitching, complaining and
permissiveness must stop? They must act,
must organize, must unite, must attack,
must pledge their lives and their fortunes in
this fight to survive and to regain what we
have lost.
902

Last year I heard a black call in to one of
our radio talk shows. He was a slick talker,
intelligent in his way, and not reluctant to
call a spade a spade. He denounced black
male students who go to Harvard to pick up
white girls -- while the black sisters are
home weeping for a black man. Even
though some blacks hate some whites, they
tolerate this miscegenation because every
child that springs from such a union means
the race itself is lifted a notch higher.
021

D White capitulation isn't enough. Rho
desia has accepted majority rule or black
misrule, but it has satisfied nobody. This is
because the new constitution safeguards
white rights, the rights of those upon whom
the country entirely depends for its well
being. But human rights are not for whites,
except for Jews in Russia for whom they
were designed. The whites have to be utter
ly crushed and enslaved. The West insists
upon it. Incidentally, I am still not absolute
ly certain what caused Rhodesia to capitu
late. The unspeakable human butchers of
the Patriotic Front represent a high nui
sance value, but nothing more. The Rhode
sian forces can strike at will at their bases
deep in Zambia and Mozambique. Miracu
lously the country is still functioning well
and the economy is good. It could only have
been Kissinger and Vorster between them
who scuttled the heroic little white en
clave.
Rhodesian subscriber

o

Cholly seems to have followed the initia
tive of Ayn Rand in Atlas Shrugged. In it our
best men go into hiding while civilization
goes down in flames. Their plan is to come
out and rebuild in about fifteen years. But
there has been a rapid change of conditions
in the 32 years since "Who is John GaIU"
was first uttered. Since we are now faced
with more unassimilable aliens than we can
possibly control, the thesis of Atlas Shrug
ged and Cholly is horribly outdated. How
many mud people will give a thought to
your carefully guarded racial secrets when
.your skin spells out your genetic code with
utmost clarity? Will they murder you, cas
trate your son, rape your wife and daugh
ter? Who needs to ask? Nevertheless, the
lost cause is the only one worth fighting for.
972

D Every copy of Instauration allowed in
these walls is not gazed upon by glazed,
trembling eyes of the nine to five class that
are worried about losing their jobs or pres
tige. Quite the opposite. We here have no
thing to gain by the continuation of the
U.S.A., and everything to gain by its fall.
Prison inmate
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D As the Bakke case intensified, supporters
arose from the right and, not surprisingly,
from the Jewish sector. After all, the medi
cal schools are their domain. The Supreme
Court was correct in the Bakke decision be
cause entrants into medical school should
epitomize quality. The Weber case con
cerned a blue-collar worker. The unions,
blacks, women, and the Jewish sector ral
lied against an ordinary working man who
wanted to better himself ala Bakke. Senior
ity was not an issue by prior agreement be
tween Kaiser Aluminum and the United
Steelworkers, making race the only issue.
On this point the Supreme Court upheld a
company's right to discriminate so long as
it was voluntary and in the right direction.
The result is a caste system in the United
States -- one standard for professionals and
another for the common working man. It
was ever thus -- only the colors have
changed!
150

D Recently my store was robbed of $600
by two young black thugs. This problem
with the lawlessness and degeneracy of the
black race is still being ignored by most
politicians. Even Reagan won't mention the
race issue. Do they think it will go away?
078

D The reason for the sudden prominence
and attention given to gays has nothing to
do with human rights or tolerance or a de
cent respect for human differences. It has
solely to do with the fact that this is the Age
of Slime. Anyone who has ever come within
ten miles of a fairy knows how disgusting
and filthy homosexuals really are, how
their primary interest in life is to pick up a
new young man (preferably not a homosex
ual) each night in some seedy bar. The pre
ponderance in the arts does not prove their
artistic worth. It proves only that the arts no
longer exist. We step on cockroaches. Are
we to step over their human counterparts?
321
D For the past few weeks I have been pon
dering Heidegger's definition of man as
lithe being who cares," and the care-Iess
ness of the present epoch. After reading
Cholly, I feel I have found a new compan
ion along a very solitary path.
046

D Cholly's column (September) parallels
my feelings and outlook toward what-is and
is-to-be as nothing else I've ever read. Un
believably so!
719
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D I do not consider the blacks' overrepre
sentation in the armed services a sound
policy for a nation which is more than 80%
white. General Mark Clark in his report on
his World War II experiences found that
the black troops under his command were
not as reliable as the whites.
340

Once we solve the problem of our own
making and build a quite new society, there
just won't be any room for Jews. Perhaps
we should be thinking about how to move
around this stumbling block or rise over it
rather than how to win a better confronta
tion. It is interesting that the French New
Right does not, as far as I know, mention the
Jews at all, except indirectly in criticizing
Christianity.
313

D Did you see it? Did you see it? A neat,
full-page ad in the September issue of The
Conservative Digest for The Dispossessed
Majority. I was considering letting my sub
scription expire, but believe I'll subscribe
for another year. Maybe the urespectable
conservatives" are becoming dimly aware
of what's happening to us and who's doing
it to us.
299

D I find the articles on the Holocaust ex
tremely worthwhile, not so much for this
particular nonevent, but for the larger
issues about the problems of historical
knowledge. There isn't much I would cut
from Instauration, but I might warn against
excessively environmentalist articles, like
the one condemning junk food, unless you
can also get an opposite view.
200

[Editor's note: Since The O::mservative Digest is
run by Richard Viguerie, who in the past has re
fused to rent his mailing lists to Howard Allen and
who had not replied for months to a Howard Allen
order for a full-page ad in The Conservative Di
gest, we assumed we had been turned down
again. Then, suddenly, it appeared. Harper's has
also accepted and carried the same ad (Nov.
1979). But Time, Newsweek and the U.S. News
and World Report still refuse to touch The Dis
possessed Majority either in their advertising or
their editorial columns. The Wall Street Journal
indicated it might consider taking an ad, but first
demanded a plethora of financial statements and
personnel data which added up, in our opinion, to
a gross invasion of privacy. We refused. Neverthe
less, the ad appeared in the Journal's eastern edi
tion on November 1. The next day a Journal of
ficial called and said the ad's appearance had
been due to "a mistake. "J

D Being one of those individuals (a carer)
of whom Cholly speaks and a hater of the
humanist society, I will not be sorry to see
the grotesque system under which we vege
tate go down the drain.
440

D My nomination for Majority Renegade of
the Year is James Earl Carter, Traitor.
299

D I stopped off in Birmingham, England,
for the first time in twelve years. The
change is even worse than I expected. I
talked to a young London cabbie, after he
brought up the subject, about the new ra
cial elements in Britain. I asked him why
the National Front did so poorly in the re
cent election. His answer was one that al
ways comforts Englishmen, UWe English
are conservative and never support fringe
extremists, neither left nor right." Pressing
him a little further, I asked which descrip
tion fitted the National Front. UFascists,"
he replied. I asked, "What are Fascists?"
"Same as Communists. They both rule by a
privileged clique." The poor fellow didn't
observe that a "privileged clique" is al
ready ruling him.
381

D Bilderberger's October piece is just
superb. The author has a rare talent for
transfixing theory and principle in the am
ber of glistening personal observation and
experience.
803
D Begin refuses to see Arafat. He refuses to
talk to Negro leaders. The great European
democrat Thomas G. Masaryk once said,
"Democracy is discussion." On the other
hand, we often hear the slogan that Israel is
the only democracy in the Near East.
021
D Despite the Christian Science Monitor's
claim that the price of oil has only in
creased 35 %, it really has not risen a cent
since August 14, 1971 -- the day Secretary
of the Treasury Connally repudiated our
obligation to redeem Federal Reserve
Notes (dollars) for gold at the set rate of
$35 per ounce. He did this at the behest of
American bankers, not the sheiks, who
were horrified. On that date oil sold for
$2.33 a barrel and as recently as July 19,
1979 (the last time I bothered to check both
figures), gold sold for $301 an ounce and
OPEC crude for $20.04 per barrel. Conse
quently, an ounce of gold has bought about
15 barrels of oil for the last eight years.
When inflation forces those nasty Ay-rabs
to charge us $30 a barrel, then gold will hit
and hold at $450 per ounce.
077

HAMIL ON JORDAN
MAJORITY REN GADE OF THE YEAR
Wh at manner of man, human, primate , vertehrate or thing ic;
Ham i Iton Jordan 7 We know he wac; born In 1g4 1 Into a m id
die-class , middle G orgia familv with a Confederate general In
the ancestral offing , \lVe know he hac; grev eyec;, iet black hair ,
and wore braces on his legs and corrective shoes until he was
thirteen. \Ale know he almost flunked out of the Universitv of
Georgia, not the hardest place in the world to obtain a bach
elor's degree. \lVe know he was
physically unacceptable to the
arm y d urin g Vietnam, but went
anyway as a noncom batant
field w o rker with some con
scient ious 0 jector group ies.
We know he w a originally
"agin" Ma rti n Luther King and
th e civi I ri gh ts movers and
shakers, w ho m he called his
"ene m ies" and "a threat to my
life and my life style ." We are
aware th at he worshi ps Johnny
Carson , p lays Bob Dy lan re
o rds over and over aga in, spits
ice cubes at peop le he doesn 't
like, and takes a drink now and
then, although compared to
Tedd y Kennedy he's a teetotal
er. W e have been told he han gs
around ba rs w here he gets slap
ped by w omen, that wh en feel
ing good at a W ashi ngton di n
ner party and seated between
the Israe li ambassador's wife
and the Egy ptian ambassador's
wife, he poked and peered into
the la tter's decolletage and an
nounced, "I've just seen the
twin py ra mi ds of Egypt." His
unerring political instinct prevented him from making similar
archaeo logical discoveries on the person of Mme. Vivian Din
itz.
Everyone admits , who knows both of them, that Jordan is a
more comp lex creature than his nominal boss, Carter. We say
nominal because it's quite possible that without his youthful,
sl o bbish political Pygmalion, Carter would be back selling
peanuts with Billy.
Jordan always w an ted to be the governor of Georgia. He
was cut in the mold of the on-the-make Majority member who
prefers a career with quick rewards to the slow, painful ap

prenticeship required to become a physician, physicist or as
tronaut. None of that for Hamilton. There are riper and faster
fru its to pluck in commodity specu lation, television, rock
music, pimping -- and politics.
But Ham didn't have the charisma to make it on his own, to
be a Colonel House and Woodrow Wilson all wrapped up in
one. So he moved into the brain of Jimmy the Tooth and started
whispering, cajoling, wheeling
here, dealing there, spieling
where, and dreaming up an un
ending outflow of memos and
scenarios . The most famous of
the latter -- the one in w h ich he
uncann ily spe lled out Carter's
trek to the White House four
years before he got there -- con
tained such instructions as:
1, Cul tivate a rich man like
McGo vern's Henry Kimel
man. [Carter chose another
affluent Jew, Morris "Wipe
out-the-right-wing"
Dees,
who signed on as Teddy's
ch ief money raiser last No
vember.]

2. Cu ltivate and get to
know the Eastern Establi sh
ment press, Wic ker, Reston,
Graham, Broder. They have
undeniable power. If they
take your candidacy serious
ly, they can influence others.
3. Read the Times, the Post
and Wall Street Journal every
day. The Atlanta Constitution
does not have everything you
need on international affairs.
4. H ire a speechwriter immediately. You need to say things
of substance.
5. Get to see Senator Kennedy. He may tell you inexorably he
is not going to run . This will help you know where he stands.
6. Cultivate Kennedy smile.

Eventually Ham found himself sitting in the very same office
where once sat the jai led and Watergated Bob Haldeman. But
unlike Nixon's chief of staff, he hired an exotic Negress, Edie
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Poe, with a balloon-size Afro to be his appointments secretary.
Yes, Ham had once been against Negroes and civil rights,
women's lib and all the rest. But like Lyndon johnson he heard
the sirenic screech of power from the opposite side of the poli
tical spectrum and switched in the nick of time. Now a man
can metamorphize his political philosophy, but it's more diffi
cultto change his feelings and instincts. So we have the not un
common spectacle of someone whodislikes Negroes, advanc
ing Negroes, someone who is condescending toward females,
turning out to be a self-proclaimed foe of sexism, someone
who likes white Southerners, preferably ex-Baptists like him
self, taking jobs away from white Southerners and giving them
to Northern women, blacks and jews.
We don't believe for a minute that Jordan sniffed or snorted
or whatever you do with cocaine. He's too enamored of beer
and 80-proof elixirs. We think the cocaine charge was
dreamed up by members of the very same race that he falls all
over himself to appease. On the one hand, Begin praises him
for his part in the Camp David agreements -- for his ability to
keep the Palestinians dispossessed. On the other hand, Stan
Rubin, Ian Schrager and various pro-Kennedy Jewish pols in
Cal ifornia are now trying to frame him to make things easier for
Teddy.
Jordan has been quoted by the press as saying, "We have to

get the California Democratic party back from the jews." He
has desperately and vehemently denied this. The fact is that he
has had some rather close personal relationships with Jews. He
shared a Washington apartment with jerry Rafshoon, Carter's
imagist, after separating from his wife, a very dark-complex
ioned school teacher named Dorothy Konigsmark.
We think we have Jordan pretty well tagged. He is a culture
less Majority vulgarian with high-pressure brains and high
vacuum morality. As he told an interviewer once, he is not
wildly interested in issues. What the voters are for or against
hardly matters. What matters is the numberofvotes.lfthe devil
promised Carter he would be renominated and reelected on a
platform calling for a Constitutional amendment giving Florida
to Castro, Carter would hesitate before he accepted the deal.
But Jordan wou Id not.
Faust sold himself to the devil, but in doing so he only be
trayed himself. judas, Cassius and Brutus occupy the lowest
and hottest seats in Dante's he" because they betrayed their
leaders. When Jordan makes his deals with the evil one, he be
trays not only himself, but his race.
We believe Mephistopheles would agree that Jordan's is by
far the greatest crime -- so great that it qualifies him as Majority
Renegade of 1979.

Before and after the Camp of the Saints

THE UNTRANSLATEDWRITINGS
OF JEAN RASPAIL
It is rather more pathetic than contemptible, the desperate
struggle of William Buckley's National Review coterie of tame
Tories to win acceptance by the Establishment as "responsi
ble" conservatives. In the magazine's endorsement of George
Ball's (incorrectly identified as George Will's) proposal to
"send an armada of rescue boats" to save the Southeast Asian
refugees, Ball is quoted as asking:
What could more elevate our national spirit than participa
tion in a great human enterprise? What could more lift our
hearts -- and evoke world admiration -- than the spectacle of a
flotilla of our own ships embarked on the most spacious opera
tion of mercy ever undertaken?
Armada? A "Last-chance Armada" perhaps? Reality over
takes fiction and becomes a grotesque parody of itself. The
mocking laughter in the background is that of Camp of the
Saints author Jean Raspail. The boat people, the demographic
equivalent of an oil slick, lap at our shores today, ready to foul
our already murky gene pool tomorrow. Raspail saw it all yes
terday. But even Raspail, plumbing the depths of Western
weakness and degeneration, did not imagine that the West, far
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from being paralyzed by such a spectacle, would in fact send
out its own vessels to speed the Asiatic invasion.
English-speaking readers know Raspail only as the author of
the brilliant tragicomic novel Camp of the Saints. Though un
questionably the most remarkable of Raspail's works, he had
already won an Academie Fran~aise prize for his writings. The
main corpus of his literary output, however, has not been
translated.
To read Camp of the Saints and then go back and read Ras
pail's other works in the order they were written is a fascinating
and exhilarating experience. The themes which came to frui
tion in the author's literary masterpiece are present from the
beginning, ripening with time and becoming more complex
and more profound in the mind of a man gifted with both a
most acute perceptiveness and the ability to communicate and
share his understanding.
In 1949 Raspail and a small group of companions paddled
the route of the 17th-century explorer La Salle, from Montreal
to New Orleans by canoe. For almost anyone else this would
have been the adventure of a lifetime, but for Raspail it was
only one episode in a succession of fascinating travelogues.

Ra spail tells of getting "well and truly lost" in the gri m Chi 
lean desert, of ch u rning th rough the mud o f an equatorial rain
fores t wh en "the l ife f the exped ition d pend d "trictly on the
strength of the ch ains" on the rear w h el of their vehicles.
Ma ny o f the images, as the banana republ ics ro ll by, are fam i
lia r to the point of being cliche: an E uadori an settlement
where "our arrival doubled the traffi c in the village"; a Colom
bian town out of a John Ford We. tern with twenty-three sa 
loons on the main street and the priest and the sch ool teacher
he onl y men without guns; the Costa Rican navy, co nsisti ng-of
" two picket boats w hi ch had their days of glo ry during World
W ar I"; the N ica ragu an w ar on ill iteracy promoted by Mana
gua placards sa ying " Learn to read ." At a Hond uran border
post a sergeant had to talk personally to the M inist rof WJr be
fore all owi ng the expedition to leave. At the M ex i an frontiN,
a Mexican customs offi cial"glances at the vehi les and with
out preliminari es a ks , 'how much wi ll you pay for fast
work ?'" Raspail's keener remarks indicate the d irection he will
take in futu re writings . D iscour ingon Costa Ri a, h admits:
Our greatest surprise was to find th at Ihi strong cou ntry has
few mu lattoes, Indians or blacks. The Costa Rican population
is over 75171 pure whi te and the natio tr ies to preserve the
homogeneity of the race by al l means.

He and h is French companions (he voyaged with no multieth
nic crews like Thor Heyerd al) next set themselves the task of
being the first to motor from the tip of South America to the
term inus of the Pan-American Highway in Alaska. Like good
Fre nch patriots, they used on ly French eq ui pment. The story of
this tri p is told in Te rre de Feu - Alaska (Rene Julliard, Paris,
1952.)
Raspail ' s cathi ng and very French satire is in evidence from
the beginn ing as he describes the advice he received from a lo
cal on his arri val in Juan Peron's Buenos Aires:
Put a photo of Evita in your w indshield and the government
w ill give you gasoline for free... say that the government of Pe
ron and the Senora is the best ever created for the poor. ..you
wi ll be received as kings.
Raspa il mixes h is acrid comments on contemporary Argen
tin a w ith h istorical anecdotes, su c h as the story of a 19th-cen
tu ry French adventurer w ho ru led Patagonia as a self-pro
claimed emperor.
From ti me to time, wh ite women bei ng ra re, th e aforenamed
emperor and his henchmen would rape all the Indian women in
a v illage, to assure, they said, the fu ture of the empire.
O r the accou nt of the modern "Ki ng of Patagon ia," a ruth
less landowner who, faced by the prob lem of recalcitrant In
di an s, inv ited them all to a feast in their honor: "The men u
con sisted of poisoned w hale meat from w h ich none recovered
and the lands changed hands."

By the tim e of Secouon. Ie ocotier (Let's Sh ke the Coco
nut Tree) in 1966, Raspail was a veteran author, havi ng written
several travel books dealing with the Old and New Worlds as
well as two novels, Le Vent des Pins (The Wind of the Pines)
and Les Veuves de Santiago (The Widows of Santiago). Secou
ons Ie Cocotier, his observations on the Caribbean and its in
habitants, is the produce of a more mature and developed
writer. The sardonic tone which makes Camp of the Saints so
enjoyable is almost fully developed.
A true world traveler and a man with considerable powers of
insight, Raspail despises the facile superficiality of tourism and
tourist literature of the "sun-filled days, fun-filled nights"
genre. H is own descriptions of and conclusions about the trop
ical paradises he has visited are of a d ifferent nature. In the
opening to Secouons Ie Cocotier as he tells how he is being tor
mented by mosquitoes he recalls that in Leopoldvill e every
night spraying machines would lay down insecticide, making
it possible to sleep peacefully wi th the windows open. "That
was before independence, under the rule of the infamous colo
nialists, the Belgians. In Leopoldville, the mosqui toes have
come back. Pointe-a-Pitre (Guadeloupe) they never left."
As in Terre de Feu, Raspail cannot resist sharing with his
readers some of the more conventional images. He roars at the
absurdity of the divided island of St. Martin, an "illogical is
land" shared by France and the Netherlands. The 7,600 inhab
itants are divided by an undefended border into two col onies
w ith separate laws, courts, currency, educational systems, po
Iice forces and civi I services. One side is governed by a French
sous-prefet, the other by a Dutch lieutenant governor. Tele
phone service from one side to the other is routed through
Paris and Amsterdam. There are two road systems (with differ
ent surfaces) and two power systems -- the Dutch half is 220
volt; the French half 110. Raspail imagines the situation of a
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French business group constructing a luxury hotel in the Dutch
sector with American capital, crossing the border in trucks
with Dutch license plates, but French spare parts, with French
workers being paid in Florins at French union rates, enjoying
Dutch social security benefits and French hours of work. The
inhabitants of the island, Raspail adds, are all English-speak
ing.
In a more serious vein Raspail writes of Americans "stuffed
up to their throats with dollars." Tourist dollars, he insists, do
nothing for the poor of the Third World, only for their elites.
"Don't forget Haiti, there the population starves beneath the
banners which proclaim, across the avenues of Port-au-Prince,
'Prosperity through Tourism!' "Cuba under Batista he charac
terizes as "the brothel of America." He advises the French
Caribbean tourist industry to forget the Americans and wel
come French Canadians "without forgetting the lonely French
Canadian woman, hungry for black lovers."
.
One of the most delightful stories in Secouons Ie Cocotier
explains why the Third World will be coming beggar bowls in
hand to Westerners until we have beggared ourselves trying to
fill them. The fish ing industry on St. Martin, a modern, efficient
operation entirely out of place in the Caribbean, is worked by
japanese labor. The sous-prefet who is showing Raspail the
operation, asks him, "Do you know where they take the thou
sands of tons of fish?" Raspail replies, "To Japan, I suppose. A
nation of cat people who eat nothing but fish. One hundred
and twenty million mouths to feed ... " "No, they sell their
catch to Italians." The title of the chapter describing this in
cident is "Alas, The Japanese Aren't Black." Raspail then goes
on to demolish the myth of the "rich idle planter," with a drink
in one hand, a cigar in the other and yet a third on the bottom
of a Negress. The fact is, Raspail notes, the planters keep the
economy. such as it is, going. They work harder than any of
their black employees, often as much as seventeen hours a
day, Sundays and holidays included.
Hilarity of Camp of the Saints intensity bubbles up in Ras
pail's fanciful advice to the few remaining pure-blooded Carib
Indians. To impress the tourists, Raspail tells an old chief. you
must have a wooden idol of a horrible-looking god. The chief
objects that his people don't know how to make an idol. They
are all Catholics and the priest wou Id not permit it. Tell the
priest it is a joke, says RaspaiL and he promises to send photo
graphs of totemic figures from other cultures. "Give your god a
long red throat two black holes for nostrils and big pointy
teeth. Place a couple of fearsome-looking savage warriors in
front of the idol to sell tickets." The chief denies that his people
are savages. Raspail advises him to let them be savages for
eight hours a day, instead of going to the factory, fields orwhat
ever. Then in the evening, thanks to the tourist dollars, they
will be able to live in fine homes hidden behind a hill, eating
steaks and watching television. For the tourists, however, there
must be primitive huts occupied by naked children, scantily
clad young girls and old women smoking pipes. At night as
drums beat, Indian men should stand immobile, arms raised to
the sky, while their bare-breasted women move in a circle with
small rhythmic steps and prostrate themselves before the great
god Caiman, whom no tribal member has worshipped for
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generations. In gratitude for all this counsel, the chief otters
Raspail his niece, a virgin of marriageable age. The girl is four
teen, slight, graceful, golden-skinned, with long black hair and
almond-shaped eyes. Why not, Raspail wonders, after a thor
ough medical examination?
Almost as amusing is Raspai I's account of the French dialect
spoken by the Caribbean blacks. While Guadeloupe has been
French longer than Nice, Savoy, Corsica or Lorraine, Raspail
observes, the language of the Guadeloupeans remains incom
prehensible. Other Francophones, such as backwoods French
Canadians, are almost impossible to understand but "no one
arms them with a microphone" and gives them hundreds of
thousands of listeners. While radio broadcasts contribute to a
standard French of some quality elsewhere, the inhabitants of
the Antilles encourage their miserable dialect for pseudona
tionalistic reasons. "Creole," Raspail asserts, "isn't a lan
guage; Creole is noxious." When the French headmaster of
the Pointe-a-Pitre Iycee tries to have his students speak proper
French, he is accused of wanting "to disfigure the black souL"
Raspail defines Black French as child's language in its sim
plifications, abbreviations, absence of number or gender, sup
pression of propositions and conjunctions -- all of which, it
might be noted, are more important in French than English. To
render atomic bomb in Creole, which independence-seeking
forces want to make the official language of the Antilles, one
would probably have to say bom un pile zombies.
The black elite never speak Creole, except to the common
people. Among themselves they speak "in waves of florid elo
quence, lyrical torrents ... in French bristling with the imperfect
subjunctive, adjectives ending in ism, abstract nouns ending
inion or ism with at least five syllables that one must look for in
the dictionary." The black and mulatto upper class consists of
dentists, lawyers, doctors, notaries, pharmacists and business
men. "I always ask myself why the black upper crust has so
few engineers, physicists, architects, pilots or master mechan
ics, but that's another story./I
The serious and pensive Raspail comes to the fore as he ex
presses his concern over a few hundred desperately poor and
oppressed white Guadeloupeans, descendants of refugees
from the French Revolution. Raspail composed "two useless
letters" on their behalf, one to the French Ministry of Overseas
Departments and Territories suggesting they be repatriated.
The other was to Prince Rainier of Monaco. Rainier, according
to Raspail, has historical grounds for claiming to be Lord of
Matignon (the white region of Guadeloupe), and is urged to
take some action to ameliorate the condition of his subjects.
"It is somewhat heroic, the racism of 300 isolated people
which hasn't been compromised in two centuries."
Secouons Ie Coco tier contained other Raspail musings:
I don't know if I like or dislike the art of the Antilles, for one
very simple reason -- it doesn't exist. .. llike those who preserve
the purity of their race, one beside the other, for everyone has
the right to favour his own skin and to pass it oil unmixed.
In 1971, five years later and five years closer to Camp of the
Saints, Editions Robert Laffont published a collection of five
Raspai I novelettes under the general title Le Tam-Tam de lona

than. If Camp of the Saints had not been written these short
works wou Id have been sufficient to establ ish the author as
one of France's most able satirists. Significantly, all of the
novelettes are on racial themes.
The first work in the collection, L'Ascenseur du President
r Cesette (President Cesette's Elevator), deals with a black Carib
bean dictator, an Idi Amin type with intellectual pretensions,
"a philosopher and theoretician of Transcendent Blackness,
whose works completely fill two rows in the library under the
general title of Essential Works of President Cesette: discour
ses, laws, memoirs, essays, theses, studies, etc."
Cesette's aide-de-camp describes himself as "a humble ser
vant of the greatest thinker of our times, finest head of state in
the world, and the incarnation of Transcendent Blackness."
As the tale begins, President Cesette's ridiculous excuse for
a nation is falling apart. Forfifteen long hot days there has been
no electricity in the capital "because of the tra itorous and i II it
erate imbeciles" ofthe National Power Company. Earlier, sim
ilar problems with the National Telephone Company had re
sulted in the execution of its officials and technical personnel,
and their replacement by Japanese. Cesette orders the execu
tion of the National Power Company officials and promises
each member of the firing squad three cups of rum, a cigar and
a signed portrait of the President.
Cesette's black Caribbean republic only exists because the
Belgians are running the postal service, Americans are in
charge of public works, Germans operate the bus lines. the
French supervise the mills, Cubans work in the sugar factory,
and Canadians are responsible forthe water purification faci li
ty. In short, the country is the deformed, helpless progeny of
black nationalism, kept alive in an iron lung of white expertise.
For Cesette the situation is intolerable. He calls the foreign
technicians to his office to tell them, "Gentlemen, you are my
friends, but I wish with all my heart that you will leave as soon
as possible." He orders all top posts to be filled by blacks with
in three weeks -- in time for the national anniversary. The tech
nicians tell him it is impossible, out ofthe question. But there is
a ray of hope. One "technical" position in this nation-sized
chronic care unit is filled by a black man. He operates the one
elevator in the country, a creaky four-occupant Otis in the
three-story National Hotel (the highest structure in the land).
During the last six months, however, it has broken down five
times.
The President announces the founding of the National Ele
vator Company, appointing the hotel elevator man the Direc
tor General. Two weeks later the elevator breaks down. Ce
sette cancels all appointments and heads for the National
Hotel with three jeeploads of soldiers as an escort. Wonder of
wonders, the elevator is repaired and the President proposes to
eliminate one more vestige of colonialism by changing the
name of the elevator from Otis to that of the operator/repair
man, Agenor. Six days later, with the anniversary of the repub
lic imminent, the elevator fails once more, this time killing
Agenor. Cesette slips over the edge into outright madness and
calls out the presidential guard for a general massacre of
whites. A difficulty presents itself, what do they use for trans
port? The last three jeeps and the presidential limousine have

broken down, so off they go on horseback. The novelette ends
with the occupation of the shambles of Cesette's republic by
an international military expedition.
When Papua New Guinea became independent on Septem
ber 16, 1975, only those whose minds had been totally rotted
out by liberalism could suppress a cynical grin. The situation
was absurd -- 178,000 square miles of jungle, 750 languages
spoken by the mutually hostile, semicannibalistic tribes, an il
literate education minister, and other political, social and eco
nomic horrors too numerous to mention. It was anti-imperial
ism gone crazy. Written years before the event and once again
proving that reality follows Raspail's art, the second ofthe au
thor's novelettes, La Lettre de Papou (The Letter from Papua)
took a Papuan request for nationhood as a comic excuse to slip
a mocking stiletto into the gut of the U.N. He tells of two white
diplomats greeting each other in a black-packed U.N. head
quarters bar with the classic, "Dr. Livingstone, I presume?"
Raspai I also takes a casual but well-aimed swipe at "sentimen
tal exhibitionists who adopt orphans in every corner of the
world, taking care to vary the colors."
Papua's demand for independence, written by a retired
French diplomat as a practical joke, purportedly came from a
primitive New Guinea chief and was addressed to the U.N.
Secretary-General, who read it aloud to the General Assembly.
To allay any fears about his character, the chief gives the for
mal assurance, "It has been over twenty years since I ate any- .
one." The head of the Indonesian delegation becomes apo
plectic at the chief's suggestion that Indonesians taste funny.
As Raspail puts it:
Everyone at the U.N. knew, down to the last idiot in the Ye
men delegation, that the Papuans are the most backward sav
ages in the world and they would need another hundred years
of colonization by civilized people. But in the name of the dig
nity of man, national self-determination, racial equality and re
spect for the culture and genius of each nation, this truth would
never be spoken.

Nowhere did Raspail come closer to Campofthe Saints than
in his third novelette, Sur la Ligne No 7 Bis (Louis-Blanc - Pre
Saint-Gervais) Noirs Sont les Tunnels du Metro. (On Line No.
7A, Louis-Blanc - Pre-Saint Gervais, the Metro Tunnels are
Black). He presents the problem of migrant workers from
French Africa in the Paris subway system in the form of a rhap
sody:
Blacks of all countries, blacks of all tribes, blacks and blacks,
in such numbers that the Prefecture of Police hesitates to publi
cize the statistics for fear of waking people up.

The story c'oncerns an Africanized Paris subway line of the
1980s, staffed 80% by black "guest workers." The tunnel is as
black as an African river, the train is a dug-out canoe, the sta
tions are riparian villages. At the end of July, in prime Parisian
holiday time, the white employees go on vacation and the line
reverts to Africa, replete with improvised jungle drums. "A
hundred years of Westernization is wiped out in ten seconds."
A black stationmaster cum witch-doctor couples with a black
ticket-seller in an orgiastic initiation ceremony. White passenINSTAURATION -- JANUARY 1980 -- PAGE 9

gers, observing the goings on, think it is publicity for a visiting
gedly Caucasian Ainos of Japan, "our white brothers the
African folklore troupe. In the end, on the demands of the Afri
Ainos from whom we have been separated since the Neolithic
can diplomatic corps, the whole affair and its accompanying
gloom." A veteran of the l VF, the French volunteer force
carnage is covered up by the media.
which fought on the Axis side on the Russian front in World
Une Etrange Exploration dans fa Foret Africaine en L'an
War II, tells Raspail of coming across a villageofthe French de
2081 (A Strange Exploration in the African Jungle in the Year
scendants of Napoleon's invasion of Russia. On the basis of
2081)' the fourth novelette, continues the attack on one-world
this discovery, the veteran asserts, "I would like to be able to
internationalism. It imagines a situation a hundred years
explain to the Marxists that it is not economics but race which
hence, in which the earth is ruled by the U.N. and the white
is the master of history."
population is 501fr mongrelized. Though all is peaceful and
As shown by both h is early and more recent literary output,
things are not too bad, life is rather dull. In a moment of bore
Raspail's world view is complex. He decries the impact of the
dom, it is agreed to mount an expedition to a hitherto unex
white world on the nonwhite. "The Christian missionaries
plored region of Africa, perhaps the last terra incognita. What
have always cut off native peoples from their origins." Then
the multinational safari stumbles upon is a comical black mili
again, when discussing the Caribs, he explains he "learned the
tary despotism boasting such pol itical dignitaries as the Minis
unbreakable law: every Indian woman who marries a black
ters of the Bananas, of the Moon, of Birds, Hunters, Plants and
must leave the tribe." In this manner
Rivers. The story ends in what is by now almost Raspail's liter
the Carib people assure their survival. Rejecting any alteration
ary trademark -- a general massacre of whites, with the "civil
of their blood, which is impermissible, they are saved by their
ized" blacks of the expedition lending a helping hand.
faith in race ... One comes down to the conclusion that the will
The final short novel has the telegraphic title Suis au Coeur
to survive, hatred and blood consciousness will serve as a simi
du Combat dans Japan Paien et Lubrique Stop Christ Vainere
lardefense for other races in peril, the white race especially.
Stop Angelica (Am in the Thick of Battle in Heathen and lustful
Japan Stop Christ Conquers Stop Angelica) deals with a cul
To term Raspail a racist a white supremacist does not agree
tural clash of a different sort. Angelica Burke-Simson, the prin
with the literary evidence. More accurately, Raspail is a man
cipal character, is a stupid, bigoted but very wealthy American
convinced of the importance of the concept of race in human
spinster, the pillar of her Baptist Church. She has just been
affairs. In championing diversity of types and rejecting the no
hustled for $5 million by an impoverished rajah who claims he
tion that mankind is united or should be united, he has placed
has converted all his Hindus to the Baptist creed. When Ange
himself squarely within the circle of the growing and intellec
lica arrives in Japan to conquer for Christ like a modern S1.
tually vigorous New Right in France. While he sympathizes
Francis Xavier, the American ambassador dispatches an
with other peoples who have lost their roots, he is more con
embassy staffer to meet this "vice-president of the DAR, hono
cerned about the future of his own race. It has often been re
rary president of the South Dakota Democratic party, etc." Her
marked in the pages of Instauration thatthe 20th century is wit
misadventures are humorous if predictable. Angelica explains
nessing the decline and possible fall of the white race. Raspail
to her Japanese interpreter that the Word of God is as neces
stands in the great tradition of lothrop Stoddard and Madison
sary to man as bread andpure water. The japanese, who drinks
Grant as one of its prophets and chroniclers of this looming tra
only tea and eats only rice, politely agrees.
gedy_
Raspail calls the writing of Camp of the Saints "fifteen
months of creative exaltation." Much could, indeed much
should, be said about this extraordinary work. But since it is
available in English it lies outside the scope of this article. Fol
lowing its publication, Raspail returned to nonfiction. Draw
ing upon his tremendous store of travel experiences, he pro
duced in 1974 La Hache des Steppes (The Ax of the Steppes), a
collection of essays on forgotten peoples, "peoples of the sha
(To be sung to the tune of Oem Herzen Jesu singe)
dows." It is an intensely personal and often moving work. The
ax is a magnificent artifact of black stone given to Raspail by
Why was he born so beautifu I?
his father, a symbol of the physical link with the rich heritage of
Why was he born at all?
European man. In the book's first chapter, "The Broken
Two units of the biomass
Thread," the alienation and shallowness of contemporary
Obeyed the sexual call.
man are identified with lack of awareness of his cultural inheri
But should he still be left alive?
tance. Raspail counts back through his ancestors, "in only fifty
Why, that's another thing,
generations we have rejoined Charlemagne and his immedi
He's learnt to whine and whimper,
ate successors ... and we are no longer French." In his daily life
But has not learnt to sing.
the average person is likely to come in contact with fifty people
whom he knows by name, yet he knows perhaps but two or
three of the fifty ancestors.
La Hache des Steppes deals with such peoples as the alle-

Should He?
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VEST RDAY'S PHILOSOPH Y,
TO MORR W'S RACIAL POLITICS
Schopenhauer and Darwin
Germany and England mo ed in separate and often oppos
ing w ays towa rd a can ept of instinct. The character istically
English stre ngth of Cha rles Darwin was in his pu rely descrip
ti ve study o f instinctive behavior. Schopenhauer, on the other
hand , was not a sc ienti st bu t a ph ilosopher. H is approach to
th e sa m sub j ct ma tter was to come di rectly to grips with the
pure ly eth ical prob lem , which he d id by meetin g th e ethi al
philosophers on their own grou nd. The Sc me crit ique th at Ka nt
had devel oped to questi on the ex i ten e of God , S hopen
hauer d irected again t Kant's own "transcendenta l" th ics. He
reasoned tha t if there is indeed such thing as ethics it cann ot
stand above life and in tincts, but must emanate from them .
Schopen hauer proved more dangerous than Da rw in to th'e
public ord er. W hile Darw in and the Soc ial Darw ini sts ap
peared to uphold society by giv ing it the sanction of in tin cts ,
Schopenh auer knocked out the proP' from under so -iety. He
hawed th at th e w ill t live, Or pu re instinct, wou ld periodical
ly destroy even the most sacred hum an value and cre at io ns.

Schopenhauer and Kant
Must ethics be grounded in someth ing other tha n eth i s? If
so, do ethics take the ir justification from that someth ing out
side themselves? These were the focal issues in the dispute b 
tween Schopenhauer and Kant.
Kant is falsely assigned to the school of naturalism on ac
count of his view that morals are "innate" in the human being.
Morals are not derived from God , whose existence Kant
throws into doubt. But in bringing morals down from the sky
he does not convincingly make them a part of nature, which
has to do with what is, not what ought to be. Kant succeed
only in changing the physical location of morals, not in depriv
ing them of a transcendental and even sacred character . He lo
cates morals in the abstract or universal intelligence of a per
son, without, however, making them a part of the per on, For
Kant virtue was transpersonal and transhuman , the collective
possession of all men. Men perhaps differ in the shapes of their
heads or the color of their skin but not in the inexorable con
science, the "call of duty" implanted in the brain . Kant thus al 
lies himself w ith the priesthood of his tim e, both sacred and
secula r. He takes the initiative in establ ishing ri ght and wrong
from the individual and leaves the priests, if not in the role of
creators of value, then in the ro le of sale int€ rpreters and
agents of virtu e, th us rei nfo rci ng their caste privilege.
It was not upon the sacred character but on the transcen
dental cha racter of morals th at Schopenhauer chose to dw ell.
He saw no revol uti on in simply bringing dow n mora ls from the
heavens so long as they rema ined suspended over ind ividual

Schopenhauer

instincts and inclinations. Virtuous actions cannot be imposed
on the individual but must spring spontaneously from his in
born inclinations. While at times Schopenhauer talks almost
as though there w ere such a thing as virtue in itself, his general
view was that v irtue was entirely an individual matter.
Virtue, like gen ius, is to a certa in extent innate, and ... just as
all the professors of aesthetics with their combined efforts are
unable to impart to anyone the capacity to produce works of
geni us, i.e" genuine works of art, so are al l the professors of
ethics and preachers of virtue jLlst as little ab le to transform an
ignoble character into one that is virtuous and noble. The im
possibi lity of this is very much more obvious than is that of con 
verting lead into gold.
Schopenhauer characterizes Kant's posi tion as adherence
to an abstract law entirely independent of all personal inclinaINSTAURATION -- JANUARY 1980 -- PAGE 11

tion. This law may condemn certain self-seeking and violent
actions that are also prohibited by society, but theoretically it
can also override and prohibit certain acts of felt compassion
or "tender-hearted sympathy." There is no room in this moral
law for any biological instinct or impu Ise, which can vary from
person to person and race to race. There is only the theoretical
calculation of good and evil according to its own standard.
Hence while Kant professed to have challenged traditional
proofs for the existence of God, who was regarded as a source
of virtue, he set up a new god for whom, when the individual
does not listen, there is also no evidence.
Ultimately says Schopenhauer the sanction of morals is in
fear. If they are violated, it is feared some physical punishment
will follow. By rejecting the notion of an avenging God, Scho
penhauer explains, men lose any notion of transcendental vir
tue. Kant's transcendental ethics lacks this authority and fai Is
to inspire respect. It can succeed only where implemented by
a human agency.
For Schopenhauer what "ought" to be is purely a thought of
a living organism regarding what is best for itself. This position
opens the way for a society whose guiding principle is the will
of the strongest elements. He removes the transcendental pow
er inhibiting the activities of special interest groups. Indirectly
he also overturns the notion of rule by law where such law is
opposed to the interests of life. One man's law is as good as an
other's, and the outcome can only be determined by force.
This is Schopenhauer's final position. In a society tired of con
flict this view, true though it is, might in fact be contrary to peo
ple's best interests. In a society such as our own, oppressed by
peace itself, the view is liberating.
Schopenhauer often claims to admire Kant as the greatest
German philosopher. But his criticisms of Kant are by no
means directed at a peripheral or incidental aspect of his philo
sophy: he strikes at the heart. Kant's real love was morals and
he put them above the instincts of family and race. Schopen
hauer casts out these morals as so many diverse demons and
provides a philosophical and moral foundation for human
groups to recapture their original unity.

Schopenhauer and Hegel
In accord with his Selective Idealism, Kant locates morality
within the human mind. But since morality "transcends"
individual and personal inclinations, such a law is by no
means subject to personal whim or mental changes. Hegel car
ried this train of ideas one step further. He removed both ideas
and morality from the locus of the brain, putting them in a
sphere of their own where they constitute in themselves a logic
of existence which the individual has no choice but to obey.
Hegel does not raise these laws to the level of God so much as
bring God down to the laws. But the important practical impli
cation is that the laws stand above men. Men do not so much
have morals as they act to realize a moral purpose higher than
themselves. Kant had fallen into the danger that, placing mor
als witbin men, they could be confused with other individual
inclinations and instincts. With Hegel this danger no longer
exists.
Hegel concedes the family and race's rightto exist only in so
PACE 12
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far as they fu Ifi II the purpose of objective reason. On Iy presum
ably departing from Kant in speaking in praise of family and
race, Hegel in reality subordinates them to something outside
themselves. Put in practical terms, instincts and instinctive
groups would fulfill themselves only in producing an abstract
bureaucratic state, since he sees no ultimate contradiction be
tween instincts and government. The tension between specific
instincts and between institutions is only a phase in the logic of
the development of the state. Hegel joins other philosophers in
praise of individual freedom, but Hegelian freedom is only the
choice of the individual to produce and support, or not to pro
duce and not to support, the state.
Hegel's major intellectual achievement was the idea of
alienation. Through the labor of his hands and brain man
produces a world other than himself. But this world, although
man's creation, is also his greatest adversary. Estrangement
occurs when the product is set up against its own maker. This
idea, which Hegel developed at the high point of his thinking,
could be described as a pessimistic trend since it belies the no
tion of a smoothly developing objective reason. Needless to
say, the notion of alienation has contributed greatly to under
standing modern society.

The Young Hegelians
The final coup de grace to moral authority and its priestly
agents and "representatives" was given paradoxically by
thinkers who professed to admire Hegel and had scarcely
heard of Schopenhauer. Calling themselves Young Hegelians,
they attacked their master just as Schopenhauer had struck
savagely at Kant. Perhaps without being aware that they had
re-introduced into the discussion the notion of instincts and in
dividual inclinations, they set these instincts against one an
other. Hegel had recognized contradictions between certain
instincts and also between instincts and institutions. The
Young Hegelians stressed these contradictions, while trying
and failing to reconcile them.
At the crux of the dispute between orthodox Hegelians and
the Young Hegelians was the word aufheben, which can mean
both to suspend or annihilate and, conversely, to retain or con
serve. Hegel's failure to clarify this word and to use it in its two
contradictory senses without resolving the contradiction con
stitutes, paradoxically, much of the interest in Hegelian philo
sophy. Orthodox Hegelians who had inherited Hegel's univer
sity chair and had support from both church and state, insisted
on the meaning "retain." In the dialectic or tension of oppo
sites (Hegel's famous formula), opposing forces to not destroy
one another even while they transcend themselves. Their de
struction consists only in passing over into something new,
though still being contained in this transformed condition.
Speaking in concrete terms, the state which overcomes and
supersedes individual parties also conserves them. This is not
to overlook the fact that the center of value and purpose is now
a new phase of objective reason whose physical expression is
the existing church and state.
The radical party, the Young Hegelians, were impatientwith
this unresolved ambiguity. Attacking the family among other
institutions, they were seemingly bent on pulling down every

thing in sight. While observing the dialectical formula of
Hegel, they also said that aufheben, the third movement in the
dialectic, can only mean that one party or force destroys the
other and replaces it with itself.
Hence the individual, family or race at war with the state
must either destroy the state or die in the struggle. If this is in
deed the historically necessary struggle of the time, it must
have this absolute outcome. But the primary attention of the
Young Hegelians was directed at religion. They held that the
greatest struggle of the day was religious. Their assertion was
that man having created God in his own likeness now saw
himself oppressed by that same God. The outcome could only
be the destruction of the notion of God. But the Young Hegel
ians were not entirely stuck on the religious issue and saw the
implications regarding the existing German state. They saw
the state as the idea of God "separating man from himself." To
reunite himself man must rise up against all these abstract
ideas.
In the view of the young Hegelians, freedom of man from his
own creations -- his gods and institutions -- would mean that
man, instead of comprehending himself indirectly through the
thing that enslaved him, could be aware of himself directly.
Man would know man as man. But who is this man? The
Young Hegelians, preoccupied as they were with institutions,
never came to terms with this issue. Nevertheless, in the tur
moil of the future they believed the answer would become
clear. Man is a creature of instincts. He is a creature of family
and race. Free from restrictive and inhibiting institutions, these
instincts would now rule -- not to produce a lasting chaos but
an order based on a new principle.

Stirner and Bauer
Max Stirner, nom de plume of Kaspar Schmidt, a Berlin girls'
school teacher, was one of the Berlin Hegelians of the 1850s.
Author of The Ego and Its Own, he formu lated the idea of pu re
and theoretical anarchism. Going further than even the writ
ings of professed activist anarchists, he asserted that the indivi
dual lives ultimately only for himself. The locus of all value,
the individual has no use for society. Stirner's prescription was
not actively to destroy society but simply to withdraw from it.
As individuals and egos are born society is drained and passes
away.
Such a radical statement makes sense only in a society
such as our own -- in which the person seems totally domi
nated by abstract institutions that violate and humiliate in
stincts and personal inclinations. But is the present-day Ameri
can ready for an anarchist revolution? Does he know what
kind of life lies beyong the death of society? What can be ex
pected when the ego is freed from its constraints?
Today some important clues about the ego can be under
stood now through a careful study of instincts. The ego, it turns
out, is not a disorderly creature, but at least in most people is
peacefu I and cooperative.
Bruno Bauer was a friend of Stirner and a Young Hegelian.
He was the one who coined the famous phrase "terrorism of
pure theory" and subjected all institutions, in particular the
church and state, to a devastating criticism. Like other anar

chists he thrashed about and attacked almost indiscriminately.
In his later writings, however, certain latent instincts welled up
within him and dominated his philosophy. These were in
stincts of race. His anti-Semitism led to his rejection by aca
dem ia and the press.
Bauer's real and lasting contribution was that he was able to
distinguish between the religious problem and the racial one.
Germans of his age, like many fundamentalist Christians in
America today, conceived the distinction between European
and Jew as one of religion. Bauer identified the religious dis
tinction as superficial. Behind it were factors of race.

Engels
Bauer was the object of the polemics of Friedrich Engels,
who had established some personal associations with the
Young Hegelians and in many respects resembled them. En
gels accepted Hegel's conflict or dialectical formula. But in
applying the Hegelian method he was more clearly aware
than Hegel of the actual social forces of the modern age. While
Hegel was certainly cognizant of the importance of technolo
gy and technological social organization, Engels made it the
central problem.
Engels' social awareness was stimulated by an American
thinker, Lewis Henry Morgan (see Instauration, January 1977).
Morgan held that man's unique mode of adaptation, techno
logy, is central to understanding human society. Itself a new
creation in the history of organic life, technology in turn cre
ates new kinds of social groups and also destroys old groups. In
particular, the reproductive unit, the family, must retreat be
fore the social organization imposed by technology. The ten
sion between a rising material order and the ancient social or
der makes up what is properly called history. Engels accepted
this idea and developed it further.
In Engels' mind technology occupied a position vis-a-vis or
ganic life and instincts roughly equivalent to Kant's transcen
dental conscience and Hegel's objective reason. It could be
called the objective materialization or embodiment of this ab
stract principle but was nevertheless historically real and im
mediately tangible. Still, the value basis wherein Engels over
rules instincts in favor of the objective order is pure metaphy
sics.
Engels was a professed atheist who in the tradition of Young
Hegelians regards God as the self-created likeness of man
which "separates man from himself." But, just as this criticism
extends, as Schopenhauer showed, to the transcendental mind
of Ka nt, it extends as well to the entire objective order. Techno
logy can be seen as separating man from himself. Morals in
these terms are detached and removed from instincts.

Racial politics
The playwrights who wanted to liberate instincts from the ty
ranny of the social order were German philosophers like Scho
penhauer and Bauer. But the theater of the final drama will be
late 20th-century or early 21 st-century America. Germany it
self ~n the '30s was a sort of prologue. Engels in his time could
not have foreseen racial politics.
Engels was right in one thing. The proletariat would be one
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combatant. But its adversary will not be a handful of capital
ists. It will be the entire instinctive order which antedates all
the social orders Engels had studied, personally had seen
come to existence and then pass away. Instincts are in rebel
lion against the established order. Any previous anarchism
was simply isolated individuals whose instincts were out of
step with the rest. Now there is an anarchism of the masses. If

this anarchism has a name, it must be called the racial move
ment.
The outcome can only be the destruction, in Young Hegel
ian fashion, of the proletariat as the social expression of the ob
jective order, and the subordination of technology to the in
stincts of life.

An interview with Robert Lenski of the Human Conservation Movement

NEW RHETORIC FOR NEW TIMES
Robert Lenski, who has written extensively in the fields of
psychology and demography, believes that the global situa
tion of the white Northern European community is now so cri
tical that narrow, sectarian appeals in its behalf are outdated.
Only a broad coalition of men and women of good will -- lib
eral, conservative and socialist, and of all racial, national and
religious backgrounds -- can arrest the precipitous decline of
these endangered people. The political model which Lenski
recommends for their defense is a mixture of ecology ("save
the whales") and civil rights nonviolence. To give Lenski's
views maximum exposure, Instauration has reprinted in its en
tirety a recent interview with Lenski by a person who has no
connection with Instauration and who wishes to remain
anonymous.
Questioner: Why a Human Conservation Movement? Isn't the
world being overrun with people?
Robert lenski: The world is also being overrun with animals, such
as rats, mice and cockroaches. There are more deer in America to
day than when Columbus landed. But numbers aren't everything.
Variety also counts -- and many species are in bad shape. And they
aren't just any species. They are frequently the largest the most un
usual, the most valuable ones. I would much rather lose, say, ten
kinds of antelopes than the gorilla. And right now all of the great apes
are fighting to survive.
How does this tie in with people?
Well, obviously all people belong to one species. But there is no
thing magical about the concept "species." Man has done every
thing in his power to increase variety in the dog and other domestic
animals because he loves variety in his environment. Today people
are fighting to preserve variety in a thousand other ways. look at the
preservation of historical monuments. The fact that the world isbeing
ove'rrun with houses doesn't stop us from protecting unusual ones.
The only field in which it is not respectable to advocate the preser
vation of diversity is when it has to do with human appearance. Here
we're all supposed to become a drab, look-alike brown.
Liberals would violently disagree. The liberal ideal is not human
sameness. It is a city like New York or London or Paris or Berlin where
you walk down the street and everyone has a different shape or color.
This view illustrates a total lack of perspective -- global, historical
or any other kind. The liberal's choice of cities gives away his near
sightedness. He didn't say Tokyo or Calcutta or Nairobi -- where over
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90% of the people look alike racially. The liberal who likes present
day london is forgetting that the only reason all those types exist is
because their ancestors were segregated in different geographical re
gions in the past. Even without any further input of nonwhites, lon
don will become a "brown town" almost as boring and uniform as
Calcutta in just a few generations.

Isn't a similar race-mixing process bound to occur in the Third
World as it advances economically?
Conceivably, but the impact would be entirely different since it
would happen there after the nonwhite population explosion was
under control. In 1915 Nordics reached their all-time peak in num
bers, 15% of the world's population. Today they account for under
5% of the world's live births. Beyond all doubt the figure will fall well
below 2% before the Third World manages to reduce its birthrate, if it
ever does. Even 1% might be too optimistic. Worse, this one in a
hundred wi" not be geographically concentrated. The surviving Nor
dics wi" be mixed'in with many other races wherever they are. So,
when other races finally bring their fertility under control, it won't
help the Nordics one bit. Massive interbreeding will place them be
yond help. Under such conditions, they would be bred outover a few
generations unless there is an organized campaign to instill racial
consciousness. look at Hawaii today. One-third of all whites marry
nonwhites. California is right behind. Remember the "California
girl" stereotype of the late '60s? Tall and lean, with blond hair and a
tawny body. We", Newsweek ran individual photos of the graduat
ing class at Bakke's medical school in California, and of some 100
students, on Iy five or six had blond hair! What we are seeing is the ut
ter transformation of states and nations, not in a century but over
night. And hardly a peep of protest. Yet they delay a dam project to
save the snail darter.
How about the Indians? Aren't they being equally threatened?
First, they were never a major culture-bearing race in the sense
that the Nordics were. In 1492 they were less than 3% of the human
population. Second, they have made an extraordinary comeback.
Sometime next century, the amount of Indian blood in the New
World may again surpass the amount of white blood. They will soon
be back where they were before Columbus, in terms of percentage.
In absolute numbers, there may already be more Indians than in
1492.
Let's concede that the Nordics become extinct. But how big is hu
manity's loss really? There will still be many whites in the world.
This is precisely where the Human Conservation Movement
comes in. Our esthetic loss alone would be incalculable. You can

take almost any physical trait of the human species which has any
real esthetic significance, and categorize all of the races by their ex
pression of that trait, and you'll find Nordics at one end of the scale.
Obviously, this is true of pigmentation. The world's fairest skin is
centered in Sweden, the bluest eyes are in parts of Norway and Ire
land, the grayest eyes in the Baltic region, the most red hair in Wales,
the most golden-blond around the North Sea, and the most ash-blond
around the Baltic. In contrast, most of the world's people have black
hair, nearly black eyes and brownish skin. But what few people stop
to appreciate is that the Nordic physical condition is every bit as
extraordinary in form as in color. When you ride a big-city bus in
America, look at the people's faces. Those of many races have a,ra
ther blobby, nondescript appearance, whether they're black, Mexi
can, Oriental, or -- for that matter -- many white groups. Then look for
Nordics: if they're young, they're likely to be about the only cleanly
chiselled faces around. And there are other ways they stand out. The
world's finest hair and finest skin texture are in Scandinavia. Some of
the world's tallest statures, largest body sizes and most massive
heads are also found in Northern European regions. Sexual dimor
phism -- or the difference between the sexes -- is unusually pro
nounced there. If you took, say, a typical Southern Italian and a typi
cal Swede, the overall appearance of the Italian could logically be
placed in sequence between that of the Swede and most of the
world's people with regard to virtually all physical characteristics. To
the degree that body and mind are linked, the same would be true of
mental characteristics. In no remotely comparable sense could a
Swede's appearance be placed between that of the Italian and most
other groups. In other words, the Northern Europeans are one of hu
manity's three extreme esthetic types. The only others are the Ne
groid and the classic Mongoloid of northern Asia. Everyone else,
including American Indians, is of intermediate appearance. Since
humanity has only three esthetic extremes, it is essential that all three
be protected.
Granted Nordics are an unusual looking bunch. But if variety is our
criterion for saving rare groups, aren't the rare Pygmies, Watusis and
others even more unusual?
Not at all. Their coloring is entirely common -- that's half the pic
ture right there. And other than their stature and the steatopygia of the
Hottentots, their forms are not very remarkable when compared to
other Negroids. Besides, they were always rare in historic times, so
there has been no change in their status. We are speaking of the
death of a great race, happening right before our eyes.
People like yourself are disturbed to see nonwhite communities
springing up all over in the midst of once Northern European coun
tries. But isn't it a two-way street? How about all of the Anglo-Indians
in India, for example?
They're a drop in the bucket. I saw one recent estimate of their total
numbers as 150,000. That's out of 600 million Indians, or one in
every 4,000. It's equivalent to a mere 15,000 people in Britain's pop
ulation of 60 million. Actually, there are more than a million, per
haps two million, nonwhites in Britain and leading government offi
cials have confessed that they have regularly fudged the numbers.
The same thing has occurred in France and elsewhere.
But the original population of Britain is already racially mixed. A
darker element has always been present.
You are right about % or 1J3 of the British population. But most of
those individuals have close relatives who are fair. In other words,
Britain has always had many borderline Nordics. But by mixing in
only a few very dark elements, the entire precarious balance is shift

ed. The fair element goes into eclipse. Of course, in a country like
Sweden, where 96o/c of the people traditionally had light eyes, the
change is far more dramatic. Now they are saying that even Sweden
will be 1J3 non-Nordic by the year 2000. Mix these aliens into the
population and, sure, you'll still have plenty of individuals with
blond hair or with blue eyes or with ultrafine complexions or with
classical facial features or with lithe, clean-limbed bodies, but you'll
rarely find an individual who combines them all and looks like our
image of a Swede. The gestalt of the race will be shattered. There
won't be any more Greta Garbos, except as rare freaks. It will be the
same in every other Nordic country. Every individual Swedish phy
sical trait is found in a large minority of Italians, but real Nordic types
have become as rare in Italy as hen's teeth. That was not always true.
And consider what will happen when the new mixed Swedish popu
lation does produce a Garbo. The famous and wealthy individuals
wi II now be largely of other races. So she can choose between hun
dreds of short, swarthy millionaires or a tall, ruddy, handsome blond
house-painter. Unless she's incredibly altruistic, she'll go after the
money, and her race will die a little more. Already in America, there
is a frantic male rush after the fast dwindling supply of really Nordic
women. You see it all around you in the urban areas and on TV. To
day there are hardly enough blonde beauties in all Scandinavia to
satisfy the appetites of a few Arab shiekdoms. Believe me, the time is
only a few years off when every attractive blonde woman in the
world, in Shakespeare's words, may "fall in love with that she fear'd
to look on," and have the chance to marry a dark millionaire -- one
usually made rich, incidentally, by the inventions of her own NortlT
ern European ancestors.
How would you counter these trends?
I take the civil rights movement as my chief political model. We in
the Human Conservation Movement share fully the great dream of
Martin Luther King. He once said, I have a dream that in the future lit
tle black boys and little white boys would play together in the red
clay hills of Georgia -- or something to that effect. We agree com
pletely. It is our fervent hope that in 200 years there will be little
white children -- or, more particularly, Northern European types -
left to play with anyone!
King felt that it was crucial that blacks have the right to sit down in
restaurants. How much more crucial is it that the other great Ameri
can group have a right to sit down at all, that is -- to exist! We must
never forget that it is Nordics who are the tiny, pitiful, leaderless
minority struggling everywhere just to survive, with their backs to the
wall.
Blacks frequently oppose such things as interracial adoption be
cause they feel thi3t their survival is endangered.
Many blacks may sincerely feel this way, but they have their facts
all wrong. Their race will soon be a far higher percentage of the
world's population than ever before in historic times. But again,
that's not what's most important. What's vital is that virtually all of
these blacks will be in countries where nearly 100% of the popula
tion is black. Their racial future is assured. If you see a black and a
white walking arm-in-arm, you'd better realize that it poses no threat
whatsoever to black survival. Only in America and Brazil are large
numbers of blacks integrated. But Northern Europeans almost every
where are already living in racial checkerboards. Even the Soviet
Union has a large Mongoloid minority. But most of the world's
brown, black and yellow people live in nations which are almost
100% of their own race.
It would be an enlightening experiment to pick 100 whites of
Northern European ancestry at random from around the world and
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examine their daily racial interactions. Then do the same for 100
swarthier whites and 100 Orientals, and so on. You would find. in all
cases but one, that most of the people were interacting exclusively
with their own kind. Perfectly natural. This is man's way since time
immemorial. But a typical Northern European works with an Orien
taL his kids go to school with blacks, his sister married an Arab. his
cousin is dating a Filipino, etc., etc. In short. his whole life is one big
picture of a race being dissolved. It could be argued that he hates
himself, because if he continues living as he does, hardly anyonewill
look at all like him in 200 years. But those around him, the so-called
"minority groups" -- from a worldwide perspective a totally inaccu
rate designation -- will have countless racial descendants. Of course,
I don't really think it's self-hate. Only a handful of Bill Waltons* are
totally warped. It's ignorance.
When you walk down many city streets in America, you still see
many groups that are all-blond and Northern European-looking, but
far fewer that look, say. all-Oriental or all-brown or all-whatever. It
seems to me that the Northern Europeans are preserving their identity
as well as anyone.
Their physical identity, perhaps but only for a few more decades.
Their psychological identity is already fast disappearing. Look at the
imagery in TV shows like Chico and the Man -- the young wave'Ofthe
future versus the narrow old past. We're being deliberately condi
tioned in a thousand subtle ways to accept a brown future. We live
and breathe this propaganda -- all new since 1960. I've made quanti
tative studies of this conditioning. Blacks are to remain blacks, yel
lows yellow, browns brown -- but whites must turn brown.
One of the chief forces of racial integration is school busing, which
you obviously oppose. George McGovern said it was the only way to
pay for the "ancient regime of fascism."
McGovern has defined the very existence of an entire race -- his
own -- as fascist! But let me try to answer him. Take a school that's
one-third black, one-third white and one-third yellow. That school
isn't in the middle of the ocean, it's located right in the heartland of
one of the races! Meanwhile, the heartlands of the othertwo are still
100% pure. Remember how the press jumped on Carter because he
dared to breathe the words "ethnic purity"? Many nonwhites said
that this showed "WASP insensitivity." Yet in every case, most
members of their own race live in settings just as pure as ever. Their
futures are guaranteed. They can afford to be miserable hypocrites

* The basketball star who once said that whites had been so cruel to blacks
that any black was entitled to attack any white. including himself. Since he
stands about seven feet tall, this is hardly a courageous statement.

like Reverend Moon. He claims he's a Christian, but all he evertalks
about is how it's God's will for America to turn into one big brown
melting pot. The man doesn't know a word of English! But he never
preaches a word to his countrymen in Korea, who remain to this day
some of the world's biggest racists. Children of mixed race in Korea
are stoned. Their own mothers abandon them so they have to be
fobbed off by the thousands on naive Swedes in Minnesota. White
people are applauding Moon when they should be screaming at him
in rage.
One final question. What is the first priority of the Human Conser
vation Movement?
Education. It has to be. Giving people the simple, tragic facts. Dril-,
ling them into the heads of grade-school children. Nordics are al
ready so far down the road to destruction that the solutions will not
be easy. Nonviolence is essential. What Northern Europeans fail to
realize is that all they have to do is speak up in their own collective
behalf for once, with the facts, and all of the self-righteous opposition
to their survival will begin to crumble. Do you really think that the
typical black or olive-skinned Sicilian or anyone else wants to live in
a world without a healthy number of blond types? I don't. To believe
that wou Id be real racism. I think haters are in the minority in every
group. The Human Conservation Movement wants to get people of
every race and creed together to find workable solutions for their
stricken neighbor. I recently counted 21 books on the fate of Ameri
can Indians in a book store. So why not 21 books on the fate of the
Nordics? They're more threatened today than the Indians were at
their lowest ebb. When you go in a library, all the black kids are read
ing books about blacks: black poets, black musicians, black this,
black that. All at public expense. How tragic for any people to be so
utterly self-obsessed. Why not interest them in the fate of other, less
fortunate groups? Of course, the blacks are in bad economic shape.
But any healthy spirit knows that "man does not live by bread
alone." Black pride, black spirit, and all that have never been higher.
But the Northern European way of life is being crushed, the Nordic
spirit being broken down, as was the spirit of the Chicanos before
they learned to speak of "La Raza." The more intelligent Nordics go
running off to every obscure corner of the world to study every little
tribe, but they hardly know what a Viking is. And they're too scared
to ask. So let's get everyone concerned about the poor Northern
European. and together find a solution. Let's do everything in our
power to preserve the few pitiful pockets of Northern European puri
ty which still survive!

Robert Lenski can be reached at Box 4815. Washington.
D.C, 20008.

MODERNISM
"Modern" can refer to the latest gadget, e.g., a computer or
drug less than ten years old. It can also refer to a period of
history. As a process, modernization can describe what hap
pens when Oxford-educated Indians try to push high tech
nology onto backward coolies. In literature, it can refer to the
experimental as opposed to the heroic or romantic.
By bringing in the racial aspect, I want to argue that the
modern is foremostly Nordic. I want to argue that the modern
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is a stage in our evolution from which there is no hope of going
back but much hope, if we come to grips with it, of moving on
to the next. Of all treatments of the modern, I would most re
commend Joseph Wood Krutch, The Modern Temper (1926),
to readers of Instauration, who presumably already know a
thing or two about race.
Most historians divide European history into ancient, medie
val, and modern. Spengler, Toynbee, and other macrohistor

ians have argued. however, that ancient Greece and Rome be
long to a different civilization. the Classical, and not to West
ern history. Whatever view one holds of the influence of the
ancients upon the West (my own is that the West emerged
more in spite of than because of such influence), the evolution
from the medieval age of faith to the modern age of science
must not be lost sight of. Most so-called civilization s never got
out of the age of faith, and the reason the Classical peoples
never fully developed science must surely be that they died out
genetically. Since Spengler was more or less ignorant of race,
he saw scientific and modern developments as the beginning
of a decline rather than as a new stage requiring an intact race.
It was the great German sociologist Max Weber who har
acterized history since the Reformation as modernism, in the
sense that concepts and categories of thought and social
action became more refined and d ifferentiated. For example,
categories of thought wh ich were once fused , such as value
and fact, became distinct. Categories of social action such as
home and job (the word economy comes from the Greek for
household management) also w ere differenti ated and separa
ted. So were chu rch and state, Cemeinsch aft and Gesellschaft,
and form and fu nction . The separation of management from
contro l w as noted by Gardiner Means and Ja mes Bu rn ham.
Rathe r than describe each of these du alisms in detail, I shall
focus on the creation of trinities, as this is felt to be uniquely
Indo-European. That triads pervade Indo-European religions
as well as social classifications has been observed by George
Dumezil in particular. (In contrast, the Levantine religions are
dualistic and their societies have only masters and subjects.)
But as time rolls on, yet more conceptual trinities have been es
tablished. The differentation of fiction from fact on the one
hand and fabrication on the other occurred around the time of
Edmund Spenser. The concept of a neutral stranger was added
to those of friend and foe. Montesquieu added the judiciary to
the legislative and executive branches. Charles Peirce, who
noted the "th reeness" of things, added the formation of con
cepts (retroduction) to the scientist's deduction and induction.
Whether "th reeness" is part of the objective natu re of th i ngs
or deeply cha racteri stic of the Indo-European mentality, I do
not know, but it is an improvement over dualistic th inking. I
w ould be incl ined to regard lithreeness" as a potential existing
in Indo-Eu ropean thought, whose realization is still being ac
com pli shed . Perhaps too much can be made of this, but I have
often fou nd it helpful to look fo r a third element. For instance, a
great deal o f effort has been put into searching for an ideal set
of laws for an economic system. Capitalism has been criti cized
fo r producing too unequal a d istribution of incomes. Proposa ls
to modify the rules of the game to generate a better outcome
have been advanced. Adam Smith, it is said, felt that inside
every man is a Scotsman; butthe game of capitalism is no long
er played only by "Scotsmen." U ntil account is taken of who is
allowed to play the game as well as of rules and outcomes, th e
whol e ethical discussion of economics and every other soci al
matter founders.
Modernization comes at a price. For every further refine
ment, the emotional secu rity of a si mple w orl d is endangered.
The age of faith gives way to the age of confusion. We cou Id
best th ink this out in term s of suppl y and demand (a dua lism, I
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J.s. Bach -- first j~;; improviser?
am afraid). If o ne race has a greater mental capacity to supply
more differentiated categories of thought and action, it will.
But the members of a given society will also demand different
levels of refinement. Some will embrace furthe r moderniza
tion; others will want to retreat. In other words, the tempera
ments of the members, as well as their capacities, need to be
considered.
Fortunately we know something about temperament, and
that something we owe to the great psychologist William H.
Sheldon. If we consider the psychic economy of an individual,
we can see him torn by making a distinction (e.g., keeping
church and state apart) that would give him cerebral satisfac
tion but would not be satisfying emotio nally. Each person
would draw for himself the degree of separation best for him.
Sheldon observes that it is the introverted person, whom he
calls cerebrotonic, who can best sustain these distinctions.
Suc h persons tend to be thin of body build (ectomorphs) and
we see that the separation of church and state has gone further
in Protestant lands, which are racially more Nordic and ecto
morphic, than in Cathol ic land . I w oul d expect there to be
similar d ifferences alon g the other dimensions, in pa rticular
the abi I ity to separate present from future gratification. Al
though I can't say for sure, my guess is that these di fferences
are more due to differences in temperament than in abili ty.
Cerebration -- I'm think ing of temperament, not IQ -- can
only thrive in a hothouse environment. This is not the best ana
logy. Animals, with their muscles and motor energy, are the
real hothouse plants, as it takes a vegetati ve backd rop for ani
mals to survive. Refi ned cerebral activities requ ire that some
one first stake out the territory and solve the struggle for exis
tence. Evolution goes from the vegetable to the ani mal to the
cerebral.
O nce a soc iety ca n support genetic introverts (ectomorphs),
good th ings begi n to happen. The refinement or differentation
. of concepts such as value and fact make for a better under
standing of the world and hence more pow er over it. An intro
vert can pay the emotional price more cheaply. He can also
" repress" (becau se for hi m it isn 't a repression) the need for
gratification in the present in favor of greater fu ture rewards.
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This is what lies behind the frugal Protestant Ethic. The eco
nomy booms and then the problem becomes one of keeping
out the lesser races.
Still, the dynamic element has not been accounted for. The
supply and demand equations of individuals haven't changed
as much as the historical movement of the society. A third fac
tor must be sought, and this factor, I think, is the feedback upon
individuals of the society created by a specific population.
Once it becomes clear that restraint pays, social pressures will
arise to provide it. This is more than breaking up fist fights. It is
more than indoctrinating with the virtues of thrift people who
are prone to be wasters. It has also meant the wholesale de
struction of emotional and moral certitudes, because the intro
verted, self-reflecting personality goes so far as to question
everything. Militant atheism becomes the only intellectually
respectable (and hence moral) position to take and profligacy
instead of thrift the only moral behavior, since no good reason
for not wasting one's life can be advanced.
The matter seems to have gotten out of hand, especially
when college students are complaining about being pushed
into sexual liberation. Yet no one, least of all conservatives, is
trying to give good reasons for not wasting one's life. There are
more than enough people who deplore the situation, but their
solution is to bring back Jesus, corporal punishment, the gold
standard, or the White race. At least 99% of the discussions of
these four items are based not on objective arguments but on
appeals to Tradition. Once Christianity has been questioned,
the only way we can become a Christian nation again is to
breed down to the level of Lati n Americans.
Racism won't get off the ground, except momentarfly, by
appeals to tradition. The reason is that upper classes the world
over, from Europe to Japan, are ectomorphic and introverted. It
is a mark of leisure not to have to have a barrel chest, but the
connection between beauty and refinement has been ob
served long enough that some fundamental principle has to be
involved.
Of course, the whole business of skepticism can get carried
away, just as the Puritans apparently got too carried away,
even for them, with their enforced joy (a prominent word in
their speech). A revolt of the less ectomorphic masses might
bring back Jesus or some other Tradition, but the ectos will rise
to the top once more and question Jesus to death allover again.
The only hope is in some proof of Christianity that will satisfy
almost everyone, a hope that is not likely to come.
But for the restoration of the race there is hope, not on a tra
ditional basis but a new one. And this will call for more mod
ernization if not (in some of its senses) a postmodern world.
The trend toward increasing introspection seems to be contin
uing, but there is something of a reversal in the strict separation
of concepts. Thomas Hobbes was already in the seventeenth
century a great introspector when he formulated theories of
perception. (This was an improvement over medieval syllo
gisms and Aristotle, to be sure, but it was not until around Dar
win's time that physiology started taking over.) David Hume
propounded his introspective proof for the separation of fact
and value in the eighteenth century, and indeed the twentieth
century school of linguistic analysis relies mostly on the speak
er's self-understanding of how he uses words. Indeed, philoPAGE 18 -- INSTAURATION -- JANUARY 1980

sophers have turned ethics into something of a mediators'
racket: they are the high priests of words and merely by taking
one's ethical problems to their courts, one has surrendered a
great deal.
The whole Darwinian revolution, whose impact in America
I have described, is slowly starting to do away with this pat dis
ti nction between value and fact. On the one hand, we can ap
preciate how the moralities erected by dominant institutions
(such as the current liberal-minority ethics of the human bet
terment industry) have to have survival value; and on the other
hand, the prospect of an ethics based upon evolution shows
that a higher synthesis of value and fact is in the making. (What
I am speaking of is a trinity: value, fact, and synthesis. I'm not
sure whether Hegel thought of trinities but rather of a replace
ment of two by one.) It is through such a synthesis that our race
has hope.
Syntheses without the destruction of the old are going on
regularly. Both physicists and opinion pollsters have to deal
with the interactions of observer and observed. The distinction
between form and function that reached great heights in the
Bauhaus school is being reversed, without in any sense revert
ing to pre-modern days when the distinction was unknown.
Melody and emotion are creeping back into music, after hav
ing been kicked out in the early twentieth century. I under
stand that rhyme is coming back into poetry. Painters are pick
ing up something of the biological basis of perception as they
are turning away from the strict separation of object and repre
sentation that culminated in abstract art and threatened to be
the death of art.
These syntheses, which may be termed "postmodern" as
compared to Weber's I I modern " distinction-making, are the
result of the continued tempo of introspection. Tristram
Shandy was the first experimental novel and J.S. Bach the first
jazz improviser. Bach's greatest work, the Goldberg Varia
tions, based its variations not upon the melody of the begin
n i ng section but its rhythm. Beethoven, too, was a great experi
menter. His Diabelli Variations has been exceeded in loftiness
only by his late quartets, but it contains a complete microcosm
of musical forms.
The postmodern syntheses in the arts are a product of almost
hyperconsciousness. There are countless new experimental
schools, with a recognition that art of the old, self-assured va
riety is no longer possible but that art must go on anyhow. Of
course, there is plenty of room for fads and phoniness, and it
will take time for the worthwhile material to get separated out.
For me, the best postmodern art is to be found in the recordings
of old Bach (who wou Id have approved) by the Scotch Cana
dian pianist Glenn Gould. Here is the hyperconscious synthe
sis of old and new works!
The common man rightly senses that much of modern art is
a put-on, and does not appreciate being told that he lacks the
highbrow equipment to understand. Conservatives might well
join in with robust ridicule, but their reaction is often one of
profound ideological loathing, a reaction not devoted to, say,
the foolishness of fashion design. But rarely, if ever, is the
basis of this loathing, a rejection of modernism, ever con
sciously articulated.
No amount of loathing, however, will shut Pandora's box.

1

I'

No revolt of the masses will long suppress the intense intro
spectiveness of all our sciences and arts. Only a destruction of
Nordic ectomorphs can accomplish that. The charge that I am
making, that conservatives are at the bottom antimodern and
hence anti-Nordic, is grave. There is a dilemma, to be sure,
that our society has outrun its present genetic ability to get
along in a postmodern world (though some, like myself, think
it is not nearly postmodern enough). The obvious solution, to
breed more Nordics, may result in the dilemma appearing all

over again at a higher level. One synthesis appears to beon the
way, that of a new evolutionary ethics. Raymond B. Cattell has
made a major beginning in A New Morality from Science: Be
yondism. (Isn't it significant that Herbert Spencer called his life
work "synthetic philosophy"?) But a full solution to the di
lemma calls for an approach combining the biological and
social dimensions. Conservative moaning won't do.
ROBERT THROCKMORTON

The Irish Trouble Comes to Santa Rosa
The city of Santa Rosa, California, recent
ly became the unlikely focus of a campaign
of subversive intimidation. About a year ago
the city fathers wrote to the International
Sister Cities Organization asking to be
"twinned" with an "English-speaking" city
of about the same size and situation. A short
time later the city council was informed that
Santa Rosa had been twinned with Craig
avon in County Armagh, Northern Ireland.
The councillors of Craigavon took the twin
ning a little more enthusiastically than their
American counterparts. They decided to or
ganize a trip to California forthecity'sdigni
taries, so that proper contacts could be
made. All went according to plan unti I a few
months ago when a group in San Francisco
called the Irish National Caucus decided to
get into the act.
The Irish National Caucus, an organiza
tion which supports the aims of the IRA, has
from time to time been under Congressional
investigation in Washington. The INC wish
es to see the overthrow of democratic major
ity rule in Northern Ireland and the forcible
amalgamation of Northern with Southern
Ireland. It has organized several anti-British
demonstrations in this country, including
one that ended up in a riot when demonstra
tors attacked Americans visiting Royal Navy
ships in San Francisco.
The INC did not approve of the visit of the
Craigavon councillors on the grounds i1
would be tantamount to recognizing the
existence of majority government in North
ern Ireland. An INC delegation from San
Francisco paid a visit to the mayor in Santa
Rosa (30 miles away) and made itquite clear
that, if the Craigavon councillors did visit
the city on their goodwill mission, there
would be vigorous demonstrations all along
their way.
One of the delegates, Father Sean
O'Hara, pointed out that a previous con
frontation in Santa Rosa between the Ameri
can Nazi party and Communists had cost
the city $40,000 in extra police pay. Cer
tainly the city fathers could not afford

he ruefully concluded, "what we in Ulster
are up against when we part-time politicians
are confronted by American professionals in
propaganda."
The capitulation was also condemned by
mainstream republican (Catholic) circles in
Ulster. Republican members of the Craig
avon city council joined in a unanimous
council vote expressing regret and disap
pointment at the outcome. No one in Cali
fornia had bothered to contact the Craig
avon republicans for their views, but had
just assumed that the extremist Irish Nation
al Caucus was their bona fide representa
tive. No one had pointed out that the Ulster
delegation would have included republican
representation, in the person oftheCatholic
deputy mayor of Craigavon.
Mr. Brendan Moran, the consul ofthe Re
public of Ireland in San Francisco, also con
demned the snub. He stated that the visit

another round of such expenses. To make
the cheese more binding, a smart young San
Francisco attorney by the name of Michael
McDermott chimed in that the Craigavon
council discriminated against Catholics.
Santa Rosa Mayor Jack Healy -- of Irish
extraction himself -- quickly gave in to what
he himself later described as "intimida
tion." So did the city council.
When he was informed of the cancella
tion Craigavon Mayor Alan locke made sev
eral transatlantic phone calls to try to per
suade the Santa Rosans to change their
minds. Craigavon had gone to great trouble
to prepare for the trip. Severa I gifts of an offi
cial nature had been collected, among them
a set of Tyrone crysta I engraved with the two
cities' emblems and the Craigavon city
motto, "Together We Progress." When all
his efforts failed, Mayor locke described the
outcome as "most unfortunate." "It shows,"

Some Background
The Republic of Ireland, also known as
Eire or Southern Ireland, has a population of
3.2 million. As the recent mass outpouring
for the Pope demonstrated, Ireland is the
most Catholic country in the world. Di
vorce, contraception and abortion are ille
gal and Irish scissors work busily on doubt
ful books, films and TV shows.
The northeast part of the island is called
Northern Ireland or, less accurately, Ulster
and is part ofthe United Kingdom. like Eng
land, Scotland and Wales, it elects MPs to
the parliament in london. Until 1973 North
ern Ireland also had its own provincial par
liament for local affairs. No more. Today the
country is ruled by representatives of the
British government.
Northern Ireland's population of 1,537,
000 is about two-thirds Protestant and one
third Catholic. The Protestants regard them
selves as British (since their ancestors ori
ginally came from the mainland) and gene
rally wish to remain within the United King

dom. That is why they are called Unionists
or loyalists.
The Cathol ics regard themselves as Irish
and generally wish to break off the union
with Britain and unite with Southern Ireland
to create an all-island Irish republic. Hence
they are described as Republicans.
The Protestant Unionists do not wish to be
drawn into an all-Ireland republic, since
they would then cease to be a majority and
become a minority. Inevitably their culture
would be altered by Catholocism and Irish
nationalism.
For the past ten years Northern Ireland has
been subjected to the terroristic forays of the
Irish Republican Army. The IRA (no connec
tion with the regular Irish Army in the south)
seeks to reunite Ireland by force against the
wishes of the Northern Ireland majority. Bri
tish troops were sent onto the streets in 1969
to maintain order and have been dying there
ever since.
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No revolt of the masses will long suppress the intense intro
spectiveness of all our sciences and arts. Only a destruction of
Nordic ectomorphs can accomplish that. The charge that I am
making, that conservatives are at the bottom antimodern and
hence anti-Nordic, is grave. There is a dilemma, to be sure,
that ou r society has outru n its present genetic abil ity to get
along in a postmodern world (though some, like myself, think
it is not nearly postmodern enough). The obvious solution, to
breed more Nordics, may result in the dilemma appearing all

over agai n at a higher level. One synthesis appears to be on the
way, that of a new evolutionary ethics. Raymond B. Cattell has
made a major beginning in A New Morality from Science: 8e
yondism. (Isn't it significant that Herbert Spencer called his life
work "synthetic philosophy"?) But a full solution to the di
lemma calls for an approach combining the biological and
social dimensions. Conservative moaning won't do.
ROBERT THROCKMORTON

The Irish Trouble Comes to Santa Rosa
The city of Santa Rosa, California, recent
ly became the unlikely focus of a campaign
of subversive intimidation. About a year ago
the city fathers wrote to the International
Sister Cities Organization asking to be
"twinned" with an "English-speaking" city
of about the same size and situation. A short
time later the city council was informed that
Santa Rosa had been twinned with Craig
avon in County Armagh, Northern Ireland.
The councillors of Craigavon took the twin
ning a little more enthusiastically than their
American counterparts. They decided to or
ganize a trip to California for the city's digni
taries, so that proper contacts could be
made. All went according to plan until a few
months ago when a group in San Francisco
called the Irish National Caucus decided to
get into the act.
The Irish National Caucus, an organiza
tion which supports the aims of the IRA, has
from time to time been under Congressional
investigation in Washington. The INC wish
es to see the overthrow of democratic major
ity rule in Northern Ireland and the forcible
amalgamation of Northern with Southern
Ireland. It has organized several anti-British
demonstrations in this country, including
one that ended up in a riot when demonstra
tors attacked Americans visiting Royal Navy
ships in San Francisco.
The INC did not approve of the visit of the
Craigavon councillors on the grounds il
would be tantamount to recognizing the
existence of majority government in North
ern Ireland. An INC delegation from San
Francisco paid a visit to the mayor in Santa
Rosa (30 miles away) and made itquiteclear
that, if the Craigavon councillors did visit
the city on their goodwill mission, there
would be vigorous demonstrations all along
their way.
One of the delegates, Father Sean
O'Hara, pointed out that a previous con
frontation in Santa Rosa between the Ameri
can Nazi party and Communists had cost
the city $40,000 in extra police pay. Cer
tainly the city fathers could not afford

he ruefully concluded, "what we in Ulster
are up against when we part-time politicians
are confronted by American professionals in
propaganda."
The capitulation was also condemned by
mainstream republican (Catholic) circles in
Ulster. Republican members of the Craig
avon city council joined in a unanimous
council vote expressing regret and disap
pointment at the outcome. No one in Cali
fornia had bothered to contact the Craig
avon republicans for their views, but had
just assumed that the extremist Irish Nation
al Caucus was their bona fide representa
tive. No one had pointed out that the Ulster
delegation would have included republican
representation, in the person of the Catholic
deputy mayor of Craigavon.
Mr. Brendan Moran, the consul of the Re
public of Ireland in San Francisco, also con
demned the snub. He stated that the visit

another round of such expenses. To make
the cheese more binding, a smart young San
Francisco attorney by the name of Michael
McDermott chimed in that the Craigavon
council discriminated against Catholics.
Santa Rosa Mayor Jack Healy -- of Irish
extraction himself -- quickly gave in to what
he himself later described as "intimida
tion." So did the city council.
When he was informed of the cancella
tion Craigavon Mayor Alan Locke made sev
eral transatlantic phone calls to try to per
suade the Santa Rosans to change their
minds. Craigavon had gone to great trouble
to prepare for the trip. Several gifts of an offi
cial nature had been collected, among them
a set of Tyrone crystal engraved with the two
cities' emblems and the Craigavon city
motto, liTogether We Progress." When all
his efforts failed, Mayor Locke described the
outcome as "most unfortunate." "It shows,"

Some Background
The Republic of Ireland, also known as
Eire or Southern Ireland, has a population of
3.2 million. As the recent mass outpouring
for the Pope demonstrated, Ireland is the
most Catholic country in the world. Di
vorce, contraception and abortion are ille
gal and Irish scissors work busily on doubt
ful books, films and TV shows.
The northeast part of the island is called
Northern Ireland or, less accurately, Ulster
and is part of the United Kingdom. Like Eng
land, Scotland and Wales, it elects MPs to
the parliament in London. Until 1973 North
ern Ireland also had its own provincial par
I iament for local affairs. No more. Today the
country is ruled by representatives of the
British government.
Northern Ireland's population of 1,537,
000 is about two-thirds Protestant and one
third Catholic. The Protestants regard them
selves as British (since their ancestors ori
ginally came from the mainland) and gene
rally wish to remain within the United King

dom. That is why they are called Unionists
or Loyalists.
The Catholics regard themselves as Irish
and generally wish to break off the union
with Britain and unite with Southern Ireland
to create an all-island Irish republic. Hence
they are described as Republicans.
The Protestant Unionistsdo not wish to be
drawn into an all-Ireland republic, since
they wou Id then cease to be a majority and
become a minority. Inevitably their culture
would be altered by Catholocism and Irish
nationalism.
For the past ten years Northern Ireland has
been subjected to the terroristic forays of the
Irish Republican Army. The IRA (no connec
tion with the regular Irish Army in the south)
seeks to reunite Ireland by force against the
wishes of the Northern Ireland majority. Bri
tish troops were sent onto the streets in 1969
to maintain order and have been dying there
ever since.
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"would have been beneficial" and that "the
delegation would have been made up of
both communities in Northern Ireland." The
Irish National Caucus, he said, was a dis
credited organization and "a front for the

IRA."
High Irish-American politicians like Tip
O'Neill, Pat Moynihan, Hugh Carey and Ed
ward Kennedy have traveled to Britain or

Ireland and made known theirdesireto have
a united Ireland. The British press and Ulster
officials have severly criticized this medd
ling, particularly after Moynihan went on
BBC and announced that America will not
be "endlessly patient" about the issue. This
could only be interpreted as a pat on the
back for the IRA and its assassination teams
and supermarket bombing squads.

Instauration has no great regrets about the
passing of Admiral Louis Mountbatten, the
first close relative of British royalty to marry
a jewess and the man who did almost as
much as Churchill to hasten the dissolution
of the British Empire. But to murder an old
lady and a young grandson alongwith him is
quite as loathsome as it is cowardly and
emetic.

Symbolic Hate
A nation with pride does not go where it is
not wanted. Or if it does, it goes with
enough strength to protect its emissaries
from the wrath of an unfriendly populace.
The American Embassy in Tehran had al
ready been occupied at the outbreak of the
Iranian revolution last spring (two Marines
wounded, American ambassador seized,
personnel taken hostage). But President Car
ter, who lets domestic politics and hypocri
tical and selective humanitarianism govern
his handling of international affairs, didn't
seem to get the message. Instead of reduci ng
the embassy staff to one or two death-wish
ing Davy Crocketts or beefing it up into a
fortress with an aircraft carrier lurking in the
Persian Gulf ready to level the Ayatullah's
holy city of Qum the moment the hai r of one
American head was ruffled by Tehran street
mobs, jimmy the Tooth let in the Shah, who
is more abhorrent to Iranians than Dr. Men
gele is to Israelis. It was as undiplomatic an
act as introducing a truckload of whiskey in
to a reservation full of parched Indians on
the warpath.
Once again the U.S. has been humiliated
on the world stage. Once again American
lives have been put on the line because of
the cretinous and quavering leadership of
the toothsome truckler from Plains. Once
again America's asinine diplomacy in the
Middle East brings it closer to another sure
lose war.
The Ayatullah would have been happy in
17th-century New England. He is a Cotton
Mather figure who wou Id have felt right at
home presiding over the Salem witch trials.
His personal and ideological survival in the
internationalist, permissive, corrupt, con-

glomerate-dom i nated, high-technological
late 20th century is going to be a problem.
But it should be his problem, and his coun
try's problem, not ours.
H is hatred for America and the Shah is
more symbolic than physical. He is against
pornography, gambling, smoking, drugs, fi
nancial speculation, crime, feminism, mod
ern art, see-through blouses and all the rest.
The United States, although a sizeable seg
ment of its popu lation wou Id approve the
Ayatullah's Puritan morality, is nevertheless
perceived by him as the wellspring of world
liness, hedonism and materialism, and is
therefore number one on his enemy list. The
Shah is number two because he, as the mul
lahs might phrase it, introduced the snake
(the U.S.) into the Garden of Eden, after
which he and his numerous progeny and re
lations, according to figures provided by
Walter Cronkite, milked Iran of $25 billion.
Since in spite of the oceans of oil the inhabi
tants of the Garden of Eden have a hideously
low annual income, the looting hurt.
In regard to enemies, the Ayatullah has a
short memory. The British and Russian ar
mies invaded and occupied the country in
World War II, and the government had diffi
culty getting rid of the Russians when the
conflict ended. Both the British and the Shah
fled Iran in the early 50s during the nation
al ist government of Prime Minister Mossa
degh, a secular version of the Ayatullah,
who was removed from office by a joint
coup of the Shah, the army, some street
mobs and the CIA. The Shah, the son of an
army colonel who practiced instant royalty
by proclaiming himself the Shah, returned
to glory. Mossadegh was tried for treason by

the victorious traitors. In a sense the ongoing
Iranian revolution is a massive act of ven
geance for what was done to Mossadegh,
who was treated by the Western press exact
ly as the Ayatullah is treated today.
Internationalism works against specia
tion, which can be described as developing
the dissimilarities and reducing the similari
ties among nations and peoples. The greater
the differences, the greater the chances of
producing a new species, one of which in
time may present the universe with a bio
logical artifact greater and more wondrous
than man. The Ayatullah wants an Iranian
Iran, not a Westernized Iran, and for that he
must be commended. He cannot be com
mended, however, for playing games, affir
mative action games, with American lives,
and the blame must fall heavily on him -
and on Carter -- if the game gets out of hand.
The Ayatullah is also working against the
success of his own revolutionary cause by
his slipshod policy of internal chaos and his
blinkered bearding of a superpower.
The U.S. no longer has much wi" to fight
anywhere or anything, but the American
media (because the Ayatullah is pro-PLO)
can easily whip up enough fury against him
to unleash sufficient non-nuclear weaponry
to waste one or more large sections of Iran.
Let not a hundred but a thousand flowers
grow -- a thousand races, nations, regions,
provinces. But let no flower hide the sun
from another, or take the water of another,
or engage in the shabby practice of using
minority seeds as part-time and Majority
seeds as full-time hostages.

The Decimation of Southern Lebanon
.,.
Last August Lebanese prime minister Se
lim Hoss could not put up with Washing
ton's hypocrisy any longer and let fly a
cloud of verbal barbs after State Department

spokesman Tom Reston, the son of the New
York Times pundit james Reston, said the
U.S. "did not know if the Israeli war planes
devastating Lebanon were American."
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Hoss asked:
Does the American spokesman expect to
convince us that Israel's military capability,

being used to pound popu lated areas merc i
lessly and da ily, is not prov ided by the
U nited States. despite all the American eco
nom ic and mil itary aid Israel is receiving?

M oral Americans, if there are any left,
might wonder what on earth American war
planes are dOing pulverizing a totally de
fense less little country 5,000 miles away.
It's a question that some day all Ameri
cans may have to answer before the bar of
history -- a d ifficult a signment since there is
no answer, no excuse, no reasonable expla
nation. The only extenuating circumstances
are ignoran e, the cowardice of our lead
ers and the un toppable power of Jewish ra
cism. But history will not listen to such pal
pably groundless exculpations - and the
big, heavy, black blot on the American re
cord w il l remai n forever.
O ne of the great cri me of modern hi tory
has occurred in recent months in Lebanon.
Much of the enti re southern partof the coun
try was depopulated by Israe li mil itary for
ces using made-in-America heavy artillery,
warplanes, antipersonnel bombs, phos
phorus shells (when they hit the flesh they
burn right through to the bone) and other
mi litary horrors. Estimates of the number of
homeless or m igrant Lebanese go as high
as 600,000. This is no doctored NBC Holo
caust. This is the real th ing and can be easily
verified by anyone with the price of an air
line ticket.
Wh at are our church leaders saying? Next
to noth ing, although ten s of thousands of
Lebanese refugee s are -- or were before they
were killed by the gallant Israelis -- Chris
tians. What is Jimmy Carter, the noble Gal a
had of the human righ ts movement, doing
about th is? He is auth oriz ing the sh ipment of
more pl anes, more antipersonnel bombs
and more phosphorus she lls to Israel.
While the silence from Washington re
mains deafening, even British liberals are
finally speaking out. Christopher Bourne
writes in the New Statesman (Aug. 3, 1979) :

Village of Damour after an Israeli air attac k

Thousands of people are now on the
mo ve no rth w ards to Beirut and in all two
hund red thousand have been displaced by
w hat is simpl y a campa ign of mi lita ry terror
co nducted agai nst them by the Israeli army,
navy and airforce ... People are being
bombed, rocketed, shelled and sh t all over
sou th Lebanon but their sufferi ngs have
been almost enti rely ignored .. .
The Sunday before last w as beautiful and
sun ny in Lebanon as indeed it always is at
this time of the year. The picknickers come
out in their thousands and not surprisingly it
was holidaymakers who were the largest
component of the mixed bag the Israeli air
force collected that day when they bombed
and strafed the beach areas south of Sidon in
their never ending hunt for Palestinian "ter
rorists." As far as I know, they did kill two
or three guerrillas -- the rest of the sixteen

kill ed and most of the Sixty-five injured were
Lebanese pick nickers and refugees moving
away from the shell ing further south .. .the
end result is that south Lebanon is becoming
a fragrant w asteland of ruined and deserted
houses stand ing am id the now untended but
laden orange groves . My Palestinian friends
say the Israelis are us ing thei r classic tactics
first seen in Palestine of fr ightening away the
Ara b population before movi ng in to claim
la nd they say has been " abandoned" by its
owners.. .on ly one government could put
some sort of a rein on the Israelis, but the
Americans just don' t have the nerve to muz
zle their little ti gers.. .
The Israelis in fact seem to have the same
attitude towards the Arabs of south Lebanon
as Hopalong Cassidy did towards Indians -
namely that the only good ones are dead
ones.
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House College Dictionary, claims to be
liThe first nonsexist dictionary," Jess Stein,
editor in chief, states in the preface:

The Cultural Catacombs
Kissinger Remembers
The White House Years of Heinz Kissinger
(Little Brown, $22.50) contains very little
that is new. Basically it is just another at
tempt, successful no doubt, of government
officials to turn their job experiences into
hard cash. Most ofthe Nixon coterie went to
jail , to oblivion or to born-again Christian
ity. Kissinger, who was as guilty as any, if
any were guilty, was protected by his race
and birth from the obloquy and persecution
heaped upon Majority Nixonites. That he
was the darling of Nelson Rockefeller, NBC
and Time, Inc. did nothing to impinge on his
sanctified inviolability.
One item in Ki ssi nger's million-dollar
rem iniscences stands head and shoulders
above the trans ient dip lomatic trivia . Kiss in
ger is talking to Soviet Ambassador Dobry
nin during one of the Vietnam cr ises and
asking him how the Kremlin would react if
the 15,000 Soviet soldiers then in Egypt
were in danger of being captu red by the Is
rael is. Dobrynin is cred ited wi th the fo llow
ing reply:

even give a president such a privilege. But
Kissinger, as always, is above the rules.
The man responsible for acquiescing to
Henry's unique demands was the new pre
sident of NBC-TV News, Bill Small, whose
Orthodox Jewish father owned a bakery in
Chicago. Brother Mort is presidentofTelevi
sion and Radio Features, Inc., a Chicago
communications firm . Sister Florence runs
Penthouse Productions, which is tied in w ith
the porno magazine of the same name.

Welfare Capitalism
The Congressional Budget Office re
leased a study wh ich revealed more of the
causes of the Chrysl er Corporation's trou
bles than have previously met the eye .
Chrysl er is unique in that most of its pro
ductive capac ity resides in the city of De
troit. The other lautol companies have for
many years moved capacity [plants I away
from Detroit. GM and Ford have relatively
little production capacity [plant location)
with in range of many Chrysler workers, so
even if they. were capable of employing
these workers, such employment wou Id re
quire worker relocation...Other auto com
panies w u ld certainly have little use for
Chrysler'S facilities ... These faci lities are old,
inefficient in their spatial layout, limited in
thei r potential for expansion and located in
areas known to have some of the most inef
ficient and trou blesome work forces avail
able ... 1t need not be emphaSized that the
unemployment rate among minority work
ers is higher now, and would soar under
Chrysler shutdown conditions.

First of all , we never put forces some
where w ho can't defend themselves . Se
cond , if the Israelis th reaten us, we will wipe
them out w ithin two days. I can assure you
our plans are made for this eventua lity.

The saving of Chrysler is as much of a ra
cial bailout as it is a financial one.

True to Form
The Random House College Dictionary
(1975) contains these definitions:
Kike: Offensive. A person of Jewish reli 
gion or descent.
Yid: Offensive. A Jew.
Anato ly Dobryn in

As his career and his memoirs ampl y
demonstrate, Kissinger can hand it out but
cannot take it. After a te levi sion interview
w ith David Frost, carefully timed to publi
c ize his book, he demanded the right to re
edit w hat he had said before it went on the
air. Charging a breach of "fundamental
journalistic ethics," Frost quit. So Ameri 
cans will be given a sanitized interview in
stead of the real thing. No network would

N igger: Offensive and disparaging. 1. A
Negro 2. A member of any dark-ski nned
race.
Honky: D isparaging. A wh ite man: used
esp. by blacks.
Redne k : D isparaging. An uneducated,
white farm laborer.

The Ra ndom House Dictionary, a con
densed paperback version of the Random
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Throughout this book we have tried to
free our definitions of sexism, racism, and
other prejudices. We believe that we have
done so more thoroughly than ever before in
lexicographic history.

Stein's dictionary only partly lived up to
its promise. It dropped only three of the five
racial slurs listed earlier, retaining Redneck
and Ho nky. Apparently by retaining slurs
against the Majority, Stein believes that he
has freed his dictionary of "racism ."
Moreover, it is interesting to note tha in
the definitions contained in the larger Ran
dom House College Dictionary, rac ia l slurs
against Jew s are termed "offen sive" and the
slur against Negroes is considered "offen
sive and disparaging. " Antiwhi te slurs, on
the other hand, are only " disparaging."

Frozen Immortality
Those who don't believe in heaven, hell
or nirvana, need not feel too pessimistic
about immortal ity. Gi ven the proper care
and with some luck, your genes can go on
forever, even (provided we make it into
deep space in time) after the sun blows up
and fizz les out.
There is immorta lity in your offspring and
their descendants . But what if you are ch i Id
less, as all too many good cou ples are to
day? No problem. Your genes, although
more diluted, will live on in the posterity of
your nephews and nieces, or your second,
third or fourth cousins.
If the worst happens, if your entire ex
tended family line should become extinct,
there is still your race, still enough people
who pack enough of your genes or similar
genes to resemble you in skin color, eye
color, hair color, head shape -- and much
more important -- resemble you in charac
ter, intelligence and creativity .
But -- here's the horrible rub -- suppose
your race dies out? Then, sadly, you've just
about had it. There is not much immortality
(for you) in the few miscegenated genes of
some old Yankee overseer or some old
Southern planter that are still floating
around in the offspring of Andy You ng.
A ll , however, is not lost. Not quite. Don't
fo rget that new fangled refrigerator called
the sperm bank.
Let some sperm samples be obtai ned from
a few hu ndred of the pu rer-than-pu re Nor
dics w ho are still around on a remote sheep
ranch in Australia, on an Iowa farm , in a tu r
reted British castle, or in a rustic hu t in some
Norwegian valley. Then in a thousand years
when all the Nordics are gone, pu re and im-

pure, and all the earth is dark- kinned, let
one hundred black or brown females be arti
ficially impregnated with the stuff of Nordic
(your) immortality. Then after a decent 20
year interval let their 50% Nordic female
offspring be impregnated again with some
more thawed-out samples. Now we've got
some 7S£}{i Nordics resurrected almost
miraculously from the racial graveyard. Re
peat the pro ess for a few more generations
and the crop of new Nordics can propagate
and propagate until the great race is again
back on its feet.
Now, readers, plea e don ' t write in and
ask questions. Study the problem. Do some
research. Ponder. Then think about what is
in your own kitchen or garage.
Immortality is no further away than your
ow n deep freeze .

The 1 0,000-Year-Old
Earth
The Institution for Creation Research is
going great guns. It technical and ad visory
staff boasts "twenty-one scientists," among
whom are: Dr. Harold R. Henry, cha irman
of the department of civil and mining engi
neering of the University of Alabama; Dr.
Duane T. Gish, a UCLA biochemist; Dr.
Kenneth B. Cumming, a biologist with de
grees from Tufts and Harvard, and formerly
chief of program operations in the Federal
Office of Biological Services; Dr. Edward
Blick, professor of aerospace, mechanical
and nuclear engineering at the University of
Oklahoma; Dr. Charles W . Harrison, a Har
vard Ph.D. in electrica l engineering.
All of these scientists believe that the
earth was created 10,000 years ago and that
Darwin was a liar. If people with advanced
degrees can think like this, what about our
poor, ignorant, unwashed Joe Blows? Well,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blow are showing their
own level of intelligence by preparing to
vote for Senator Fat Face for president.

Second Thoughts
James D . Watson shared a Nobel pri ze for
medici ne with two other scientists in 1962
for the discovery of the double helix, one of
the great milestones in genetic research . Af
ter writing a fasc inating but sn ippy book
about the matter, he was so lemnly anointed
as a "good ole liberal" by the establishment
and henceforth could be counted on to
contribute money or lend his prestige to
every bleeding-heart organization or do
good ing cause. Now, to his despair, W atson
has fo und that the fin anc ial su pport he has
been giv ing to various save-the-environ
ment groups is being used to lobby against
genetic experiments involvi ng the recomb i

nation of D NA, his very own special ty. This
is eq uivalent to an antiv ivisectioni st learn
ing that he has been subsidiz ing the opera
tions o f a slaughterhouse.
50 years after the harm has been done,
Watson has finally besti rred himsel f to write
a newspaper article again st hi s former
minority friends in the "noisy" Boston 5ci
en e for the People group and aga inst those
he describes as IJdisgruntled, long-ou t-of
productive sc ience b iochemists, w ho use
any opportunity to say bad things about how
the effects of modern science are carried
out."
After explaining that DNA is safer than
such D's as "daggers, or dynam ite, or dogs,
or dieldrin, or dioxin, or drinking drivers,"
and that laboratory-made D NA w on 't " lead
to the extinction of the human race," Wat
son asks:
If w hat they say about D NA is nonsense,
do we ha ve any compelling reason to listen
to them when they come ou aga inst pesti
cides that give us sh iny apples or te ll us that
the waters of the Missi ssippi are likely to
give us cancer? I would like someone to set
me right on su ch matters, but whom to trust
now is not that clear.

would use his knowledge of geneticS to
prove there w as no su ch gene. The trou ble
was that as he dug further into the problem it
appeared more and more proba ble, even
ce rtain, that such a gene d id in fact ex ist. At
last report Stewart is undergO ing a period o f
po litic al and sc ientific " reassess ment."

Gay N ews Beat
We have ome here for the Sabbath for
rest, not onl y from breadw inning, but also,
for some f us, from the effort of appearing
straight in a straight world, to rest from the
effo rt of pretending to be w hat we are not.

These words opened the service at are·
cent Friday n ight gathe ring in San Francis
co' s gay syn agogue, Sha' ar Zahav, w hose
rabb i is A llen Bennett, 33, a fu ll-fledged gay
and the first know n homosexu al to head a
Jewish congregatio n (100 strong). Bennett
has been w arm ly commended by Rabbi
M alcolm Sparer, president of the Board of
Rabbis of Northern California. Sometimes
the serv ice at Sha' ar Zahav is led by a les
bi an, such as Laurie Radovsky, w ho favors
this special prayer:

o God, remember today ou r gay si sters
and brothers who were martyred in years
past : those who were bumed at the stake in
the M iddle Ages, as well as those who per
ished in the Holocau st.
C@L:>
H arrison J. Gold in, New York City Comp
trol ler, sai d "it might make sense -- dollars
and sense __" to feature the Big Apple's gay
community as a tourist attraction in an up
coming promotional campaign. He ex
plai ned he d id not mean people should
come to "gawk at the gays." He merely re
commended that New York shou ld roll out
the w ei orne mat for visiting homosexuals
who are attracted to the city's own large
pansy popu lation.

Margaret Sanger -
Pioneer Engenicist
James D . Watson
A somewha t similar story of a belated
c hange of heart co ncern s a 37-year-old
geneticist named John Stewart. He w as so
overwhe lmed -- and so convinced -- by the
media attac k o n geneti c research that he
quit hi s laboratory and went to live in
France. Eventu al ly, he ra n into a psychiatri st
who did n't offer to cure him , but asked for
help in identifying the gene for schizophre
nia. Stewart was scornful. He was a leftist,
and the left had long ago decided that a gene
for schizophrenia did not exist. But then he
decided that that was not good enough -- he

W o mens' libbers and aborti on boosters
have made Margaret Sanger, w ho w as indic
ted way bac k in 19 15 for sendi ng contracep
ti ve information throu gh the mail , one of
their patron saints for her earl y advocacy of
bi rth control. W hat these same I ibbers never
say is that Margaret Sanger was also in favor
of barring entry into the U. S. of " certain
aliens whose cond it io n is known to be detri 
mental to the stamina of the race." Calling
for the sterilizatio n and segregation of " al
ready tainted" citizens, Mrs. Sanger in her
unceasing efforts in behalf of a biologica ll y
"pure" nation promulgated the now care
fully forgotten slogan, "Birth Control -- to
create a race of thoroughbreds."
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Inklings
Big John
Does John Connally, the recir::ient of a Lee
Harvey Oswald bullet, genuinely want to be
president? If he does, the ex-Democratic
governor of Texas and ex-Republican Secre
tary of the Treasury must know somethi ng
no other politician knows. However he may
try to interpret it, his nine-point plan for the
Middle East i~ certainly going to make him
the "anti-Semiti~' candidate for the big
house on Pennsylvania Avenue. The mere
suggestion that the West Bank be handed
back to the Palestinians in return for stable
Arab oi I prices is called I inkage, a fearfu I ob
scenity in most American political circles. It
intimates that U .S. support for Israel has
something to do with America's oi I prob
lems, which is the truth , but an unutterable
truth. Knowing that repetition is the grave
digger of fact the media keep insisting that
Israel has nothing to do with our oil prob
lem ; which is the second biggest lie of the
century .

ert Dole leaped to the microphone to charge
Connally with selling out Israel for black
gold. What is w orse, Connally had not
bothered to "launder" his speech in ad
vance with Jewi sh leaders -- the routine and
ob ligatory practice of all other candidates to
public office w hen they delve into matters
affecting Israe l. It w as not surprising that the
Manhattan GOP cancelled his invitation to
speak at its annual Lincoln Day di nner.
Big John comes from Texas w hich is the
habitat of a lot of oil money. Since oil is the
industry hardest hit by the Arab-Israeli con
flict and since the Carter administration fa
vors oi lless Egypt and Israel over oil -rich
Libya, Iraq, Iran and Saudi Arabia, the des
perate petroleum magnates may have de
cided to back Connally come hell, high wa
ter and accusations of anti-Semitism. Also,
Connally may have a personal motive. It
was onE' of his for mer jewish associates
that fingered him on a milk-fixing charge
that stemmed from the Nixon years. Big
John was eventually pronounced innocent
by a jury comprised of more than a few
blacks.
It will be interesting to see how Connally
fares in 1980. Will he backtrack and crawl
to win the forgiveness he will never get? Or
wi ll he stick to his guns and go down to de
feat with his flags flying? Or miracle of mira
cles, w i ll Republican Majority politici an s
finally scrape up enough courage to rally
round and nominate a man who at least pre
tends -- as of now -- to put Majority interests
first, not second?

Swinish Prof
Jo hn Buettner-Janush, chairman o f the an
th ropo logy department of ew York Uni
versity, wrote in h is w idely used co llege
textbook PhYSical Anthropology: A Perspec
tive :
Terms such as Negroid, Caucaso id,
Congoid and Mongoloid are not valid scien
tific terms, and color terms such as red,
white, black, and yellow are not useful for
purposes of biological classification . I have
come to prefer the use of the term swine
pink, a most precise and descriptive term for
those who are generally called white.

John Connally

It took a lot ot pol itica I backbone for Con
nally to say what he did. It was courage of a
brand not evinced by any other serious pre
sidential candidate since the Middle East
was first thrown into permanent disequlib
rium by the star-crossed birth of Israel.
Connally's Jewish advisors -- every candi
date is obliged to have a raft of them -- lost
no time in pulling out of his campaign (only
a few remained sothe B'nai B'rith would not
lose all contact). On schedule and to polish
their media image, Howard Baker and Rob-

To use the professor's buzz word in a dif
ferent context, it is quite a sw inish trick to
run down your own race in order to curry fa
vor with mi nority racists. Recently, how
ever, Buettner-janush (his father was a
Janush; his mother a Buettner) outdid him
self. The internationally known anthropolo
gist and fervid disciple of Franz Boas was ar
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rested for turning his campus laboratory into
a drug factory. He had managed to keep his
overhead low by using student labor to
manufacture his drugs and he charged his
supplies to the university. His products in
cl uded "synthesized cocaine," a variety of
quaalude and LSD.
The professor, w ho posted a $50,000'
bond, is an associate editor of the American
Journ al o f Physical Anthropology.
Other drug news : M ark Bernstei n, with
some help from the Associated Press, cl ai ms
to be making a fortune with a new drug
called Zoom. It is supposed to lift you up
while it lets your appetite down. Hea lth
food stores say they can't stockenough of it.
Although its users swear it has a kick like co
caine, Bernstein claims it is all perfectly le
gal, since its principal ingredient, guarana
powder, is derived from a Brazilian vi ne.
Marijuana is the favorite drug of Paul Hal
vonik, a California Court of Appeals justice.
Police, while checking a robbery at the
judge's home, saw some curious long-leaf
ed plants in boxes on his balcony. Later they
found some cocaine in Mrs. Halvonik's
desk. Because Halvonik wa s a long-time
American Civil Liberties Union counsel and
a long-time friend and advisor of Gov. Jerry
Brown, he and his wife, as Time put it,
"were spared the humiliation of booking,
fingerprinting and mug-shooting."

War Scenario
The great fear of 1980 is the possibility
that to save his presidency Carter w ill
plunge America into a mil itary cru sade in
the Middle East. This is no idl e fancy, a wa s
proved by a recent article in The Washing
ton ian magazi ne by Tad Szulc, a fire-exhal
ing Zion ist and former foreign correspon
dent o f the N ew York Times.
Szu lc has actually written a detailed and
graphic opening scena rio for a u .S. mil ita ry
invasion of w hat Zbigniew Brzezinski calls
the "Cres ent of Cri sis," co mplete w ith
names, dates, times and incidents. Szulc's
war is tri ggered by the sinking o f three oi l
tankers in the Strait of Hormuz after strik ing
magnetic mines planted by "Arab radicals."
By midnight Carter was ordering detach
ments of America's armed forces into ac
tion. The area was quickly swept of mines
and beachheads were secured on both si de~
of the strait. The next day a group of Marines
were hit by Soviet missiles. The war w as on!
Within a week the U.S. Navy had reopen
ed the Strait of Hormuz and tankers were
again pouring through. Marines were left to
occupy several strategic islands, as Ameri
can warships patroled the Persian Gulf.
Then a few months later "Arab guerrillas"

destroyed the huge Abadan refineries in
Iran. In retaliation Carter ordered a "limit
ed" military operation in Iran. Szulc leaves
us with bombs, shells and grenades flying in
all directions.
In h is effort to demonstrate how easi Iy we
can take over the oil reserves of the Middle
East, Szulc neglects to inform his readers
that the Arab states -- radical, moderate or
conservative have all hinted or promised
they would reduce the price of oil and raise
production for the U.S. if Carter would force
the Israelis to give the Palestinians a West
Bank homeland. But this simple solution,
which might eventually save a million
American lives and $100 billion, does not
have the imprimatur of Menahem Begin. So
it's no dice.

Youngian Fallout
The black-Jewish feud that erupted with
the forced resignation of Andrew Young has
simmered down as predicted. There were
some minor flareups and backfires -- the
usual aftermath of any political explosion.
Of the sparks that flew from the dying em
bers these were worth noting:

1. The day that Begin refused to receive
the peripatetic Jesse Jackson was the very
same day he granted an audience to the per
ipatetic Elizabeth Taylor, who was on her
fifth pilgrimage to Israel.
2. William Raspberry, the black pundit,
insinuated that pro-Jewish blacks, especial
ly Vernon Jordan of the Urban League (to
which Jews contribute more money than
Negroes), were "doing it for the money," a
way of saying that Jordan's stentorious at
tack on Jackson was an attempt to keep the
Urban League's financial base intact. Later,
in another column, Raspberry asked both
blacks and Jews to stop calling each other
bigots.
3. A distraughrJeuilietonist named Rich
ard Cohen wrote a column for the Washing
ton Post which blazoned the headline,
ANTI-SEMITISM EXPANDING IN THE U.S.
LIKE AN EPIDEMIC.
4. The State Department apologized for
permitting a PLO member to enter the coun
try. The "mistake" was blamed on the U.S.
Embassy in Jordan.
5. The New Republic, which has praised
Rev. Jesse Jackson in the past, let loose a
series of diatribes against him that in respect
to tone and style reminded readers of the
blistering articles the liberal-Zionist organ
usually reserves for Dr. Mengele and Arthur
Jensen.

6. Jewish groups across the country, toge
ther with their White House agents, Stuart
Eizenstat and Edward Sanders, asked (com
manded?) the presidentto state in his speech
at Emory University that Jews had not forced
Young's ouster. Carter said nary a word on
the subject. This was most upsetting.
7. Time magazine, only a few weeks after
the Young affair, came out with a full-page
favorable review of Arthur Jensen's new
book Bias in Mental Testing, which neatly
demolishes the liberal-Marxist-environ
mentalist argument that IQ tests are cultural
ly biased against blacks. About the same
time it was rumored that movie rights to
Camp of the Saints had been sold to a group
of Hollywoodites. These two unexpected
events impel conspiracy buffs to ask if Jews
are sending a message to blacks.
8. Black leaders who visited and hugged
Yassir Arafat :ast fall have blood-curdling
tales to tell about what happened when they
returned home. Jesse Jackson, full of angst,
said, "People [are] placing the heads of
dead animals at our door." joseph Lowery,
president of the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference, declared he and his organ
ization have been targets of economic in
timidation -- mainly attempts by jews to call
in bank loans. Other blacks, he announced
more ominously, have received death
threats.

TheADL Under Oath
The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith has long been considered untouch
able. It harasses, spies upon, sues, threatens,
slanders and persecutes Majority members,
but somehow the victims never fight back.
No more. Uberty Lobby has taken the ADL
to court on a six-million dollar damage suit,
which charges that the Jewish organization
intimidated the Mutual Broadcasting Sys
tem to the point where the radio network
cancelled Liberty Lobby's daily programs
on 642 stations.
Depositions obtained by Liberty Lobby at
torneys brought out that the ADL, which
keeps a secret enemies list of perhaps as
many as 2,000,000 names, had engaged in a
secret nationwide campaign of calumny to
drive Liberty Lobby off the air. Liberty Lob
by's "crime" in ADL's eyes was its opposi
tion to America's neurotic blank-check pol
icy toward Israel.
Irwin Suall, an ADL official, admitted un
der oath that the organization had launched
the third biggest media blitz in its history to
get Mutual to drop Liberty Lobby. The two
largest campaigns were in 1967 and 1973 to
mobilize nationwide support for Israel dur

ing the Six-Day and Yom Kippur wars. De
spite this, the ADL has still not registered as
a foreign agent and is still certified by the IRS
as a tax-exempt organization, a classifica
tion which supposedly forbids the organiza
tion to engage in pol itics. When asked if the
ADL took part in the campaign that defeated
the reelection try of John Rarick, an anti
Zionist congressman from Louisiana, Suall
after some consultation with his lawyers,
said he would only answer if ordered to by
the Court. Arnold Forster, onetime head of
the ADL, was also questioned, but it turned
out he had a very poor memory and when he
did answer often erupted in violenttantrums
and a string of obscenities. Joseph P. Kamp,
a veteran ADL watcher, has claimed that
Forster was a member of the Golos-Bentley
Communist espionage ring and was once ar
rested for painting swastikas on a syna
gogue.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Labor party, a
weirdo group of renegade Jews and WASPs,
is suing the ADL for $26 million, charging
defamation, assault and harassment. Lyn
don H. LaRouche, party chief, has alleged
that the ADL has ties with the Mafia and the
international dope trade.
Note: The financial clout of the ADL is il
lustrated by a rundown on money-raising
campaigns of "charitable organizations" re
cently published by the Town Clerk of Palm
Beach, Florida, in the Palm Beach Daily
News. The lowest amount raised was by
Saint Mary's Hospital Auxiliary
$2,920.
The highest amount was raised by the ADL-
$883,909.

On the Kennedy Trail
Republican "truth squads" have been
dogging the political trail of Democrats for
10 these many presidential elections. It
comes as no shock that a "Kennedy truth
squad" has now taken shape, complete with
the usual bulk-mail requests for $500, $100,
$10, etc. The sponsoring group is called the
Conservatives Against Liberal Legislation.
Though it doesn't flaunt a party label, the
chances are minimal that the officers are
Democrats, socialists, communists, anar
chists or Trotskyites.
The group promises to tell the truth about
Fat Face's support of SALT II, socialized
medicine and ERA, and his opposition to the
B-1 bomber, tax cuts and limits on federal
spending. No mention is made of Kennedy's
all-out dedication to affirmative action,
forced busing and Israel, or to his ambiva
lent attitude toward immigration.
Since the truth squad itself does not want
to tell the truth about Kennedy's stand on
these issues, it might not be an exaggeration
to call it the half-truth squad.
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Chon~

CBilderbergeI'
(Conti nued from last month)
In the previous column, the illuminating career of William
the Canadian who headed British and then Allied
intelligence during World War II, and helped Churchill and
Roosevelt steer their countries into war against Hitler, was dis
cussed at some length. Th~ moral of that career seems to be: if
a decent, intelligent man at the center of power decides that a
dangerous and oppressive situation (Hitler in Stephenson's
case, early on, rightly or wrongly) warrants illegal actions, he
will take them. And he will be effective, in the full righteous
ness of his decent certitude, in joining with other men (as
suming he can find them) to form a Mafia-like organization to
work toward the awakening of their fellow citizens to action
and eventual victory over the forces of dark and evil. The same
attitude on the part of the American Revolutionists prevailed
over their oppressors. Why can't we follow such examples and
overthrow our minority rulers?
If decency is at the core of any such resistance, and if lack of
resistance implies indecency, what does that make us? The
column closed by saying that if a conspiratorial elite believing
it must save this country does not come into being -- as in the
American Revolution and World War 11-- it will mean that de
cency in this country is even deader than it seems to be.
Grim enough, and obvious enough. But just for the pleasure
of speculating, let us imagine that decency is not entirely dead,
and that enough decent men wi" soon become sufficiently
driven by conscience to form a conspiratorial elite. Just how
would the vjctorious scenario of that conspiracy read? As
noted in the previous column, the course of such a conspiracy
will be difficult enough without spelling it out in advance.
However, I can outline my general notions without giving
away any secrets.
The original members of the conspiratorial elite -- the CE
from here on, for brevity's sake -- would be elite because of a
combination of qualities. Foremost among them would ob
viously be decency, intelligence, dedication, resourcefulness,
patience, lack of fear and the ability to act. Also, they would
have to be in or have access to power. Cunning and ruthless
ness would be desirable. Such men would be drawn together
because they would see that the collapse of the United States
has already begun -- its final crumbling is only a matter of time.
They wou Id wish to act, not to prevent the collapse -- or at least
not to prevent it entirely, because it is too advanced for that-
Stephen~on,
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but to gu ide it, to make it as constructive as possible (in seeing,
for instance, that it takes as much dead wood as can be un
loaded), and to be ready to create a new and healthy society.
The difference between such men and their program and the
men and program(s) of the so-called right wing is immense.
The majority of the latter believe that this country and its "free
enterprise" system are salvageable -- and desirable, to boot-
and that they can work through the existing system to save
both country and system. Those of the right wing who go fur
ther and propose, for example, a military takeover, have no
real idea as to how to control such a takeover or its aftermath.
They have no true appreciation of the organic progression of
events, nor of the fact that material selfishness -- the protection
of one's own possessions and the system which produces them'
above all else -- never works as the platform for political
change and control. They want to return to the days when this
system worked, unable to see that it is a finished system, and
that they wi II go down with it if they don't disown it.
Our CE would have certain points of similarity with the
American Revolutionists and the maneuverers of World War
II. But there would also be profound differences. The similari
ties with the Revolutionists are obvious: decent, intelligent
men of the respectable Colonial upper class (there were few, if
any, signers of the Declaration of Independence from the
lower or middle classes) found certain conditions oppressive
and, finally, intolerable, and set out to remedy them. In so
doing, they had to go against established authority. Before they
could do that, though, there had to be a psychological shift in
their thinking. The authority of the king, theretofore sacro
sanct, especially after the Restoration, became first debatable
and then undesirable. Today, that may not seem an extraordi
nary step for respectable men, but it was then, comparable in
our time to challenging the produce-and-consume system,
which we have invested with divine right. Denying royal au
thority was so earth-shattering that the ma jorit)*IJf the Colon ia I
upper class would have nothing to do with it and remained
Tories -- supporters of the king and the existing system. We
tend to forget that the Revolutionists were so termed because
they revolted against the concept of kingship. We are familiar
with the history book abuses in the name of that king -- unre
presented taxation, military occupations, and all the rest -- but
none of them could have been fought until the king, the force
behind them, was denied. In ourtime, behind minorityoppres
sion and all the other horrors of chaotic America lies the gi-

gantic authority of produce-and-consume. We fear that if we
resist the minorities or any other manifestation of chaos there
will be civil war and a stock market collapse; the awful pro
duce-and-consume god will take away our power plants and
automobiles and we will be banished to eternal darkness and
immobility. It is likely that our CE -- our Revolutionists -- will
come from the contemporary respectable upper class; but the
majority of that class may well remain Tory -- that is, loyal to
produce-and-consume and all its works, including, however
reluctantly, the minority overseers. Our CE should certainly be
prepared for irony, and expect the Sons and Daughters of the
American Revolution and the other members of societies with
connections to the Colonial past to be firmly against their mod
ern revolution. They should look, like the Colonial CE, for mid
dle- and lower-class -- and foreign -- support.
The dissimilarities between our CE and the Revolutionists
should be equally obvious. The latter could afford to be open;
they published anarchical opinions, and argued and held their
meetings in full view of their rulers, who did not move against
them until it came to actual war. The whole progression was
clear and clean. Today, the white liberal and minority over
lords, backed by their foreign counterparts in the West and by
Communist opportunism, would not be so lazily generous. If
Bill Stephenson and Churchill, with a far more palatable pro
gram in opposing Hitler, had to operate in secret, how much
more circumspect would our CE have to be.
To sum up: Our CE would be like the first American Revolu
tionists in spirit and composition, but like the Stephenson
Churchill operation in execution, only more so. They would
be drawn together because they would see collapse as already
underway and accelerating. As decent men, they would be
compelled to act; as intelligent men, they would want to act
successfully.
Success would come only if they could make decency pre
vail. First, by awakening it in their fellows; then by unleashing
it against indecency, really a synonym for chaos; and, ulti
mately, by using it to build a new society. With the vast ma
jority of their fellows hypnotized by produce-and-consume,
and thus indecency and chaos, this would not be easy nor
quickly accomplished. It would take time, great patience, and
total commitment. The American people are not going to deny
their brazen itiols without a struggle; and the counterrevolu
tion will be intense and dedicated.
The CE would have no written records and very little inter
nal conversation. Their program would operate on several
levels:
1. Recruiting others. This would be done mainly on the basis
of impending collapse, beginning at the center and working
outward. Such conversations are already ,commonplace
among prominent Americans. But instead of being merely cos
metic and deadened, as they are now, such talks would be
guided by the CE members, who would stay just one step
ahead of the potential recruit and stop at the point of serious
ness past which that recruit could not bring himself to go. Like
any conspiracy, this one would have endless concentric rings
of commitment and ability fanning out from the core, and
there wou Id be a place for anyone who wanted any place

whatsoever in it at any level. The choice of whether to be de
cent or indecent would be put and answered in many, many
ways.
In recruiting the military, it would have to be made plain that
the CE would be running things. The outer rings of the CE
would inevitably be penetrated, but it would be very difficult
to penetrate to the core. Incidentally, many infiltrators, finding
decency as the prime mover, would defect and join. Or be
come double agents. CE gains would stay ahead of CE losses
by a considerable margin.
2. Squeezing others. This is, perhaps, a corollary to recruit
ment. In all relations with others and in orchestrated media
propaganda (the CE wou Id be composed of people with
enough power to do this, even in minority/white liberal strong
holds), the chaos and indecency of the United States would be
constantly emphasized. The indecency of passive acceptance
would be implied. The point would be to make it as difficult as
possible for the Majority to justify its quiescence, by creating a
climate of moral uncertainty, self-questioning and turmoil,
laying the groundwork for future commitment and action. The
real struggle, as in all such conspiracies, would be behind the
scenes between the CE and the loyalists (Tories) of the same
class. The CE's deadliest enemies would not be the minorities
(who are not, with the exception of the Jews, really averse to
order rather than chaos), nor even middle- and lower-class
white liberals, but the upper-class Tories, the Elliot Richard
sons who have bet their lives on the system and have to fight to
the end for it. This fight would be especially intense at the be
ginning of the CE's operations, but would continue until final
CE victory.
3. Speeding up formal collapse. From positions of power, es
pecially in industry and finance, the CE could and would pull
the country's life support systems wherever possible. The CE
would orchestrate events in every area of American life to
achieve desired results. They are already strategically located
in positions of power in Washington, New York and else
where, so this would not be difficult; and they could infiltrate
any organization where they were not established. The loyal
ists would call them "traitors," of course; and, just as naturally,
the CE would consider the loyalists the real traitors. The CE
would go no further than it had to in any operation, but there
would be nothing it would shrink from if necessary.
4. Operations. The CE would not compromise with the ends
of the conspiracy, but would be extremely flexible as to the
means. They would compromise and lie in the tradition of con
spiracies, and might even have temporary alliances with their
enemies. But at bottom they would aim at total takeover and
settle for nothing less. All alliances, even those with persons
and groups holding parallel beliefs in certain areas, would
only be for convenience, and would be terminated as soon as
the partners were no longer useful. (Bloodlessly, if possible.)
The basis of common cause would be decency and aversion to
chaos, and as the collapse deepens and more and more people
-- from the minorities as well as from the Majority -- will find
that basis irresistible. Groups would form in direct imitation of
and competition with the CE, apparent carbon copies which
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priate time. (Unless persuaded that the rival group was even
more decent and dedicated than itself, at which point the CE
would either be absorbed or eliminated.) A falseor inadequate
CE would be worse than none, and the CE would be particular
ly vigilant on that point, internally as well as externally. The CE
would prefer a peaceful solution, but would not be deterred,
no matter the price, in any fight.
5. The post-collapse program. This could be the most overt
of the CE's activities. Prominent think tanks have already ad
dressed the possibility of American collapse, and guessed at
what sort of "desirable" society might emerge. The CE ,
though, would see such a program as a real necessity, not a
theoretical exercise. This would obviously be the most inter
esting and constructive part of the CE's pre-collapse activities.
Equally obviously, such a program in its entirety is beyond the
scope of this column, but certain generalities can and should
be mentioned. The main thrust would be to avoid the se
quence of the past hundred years, in which slavery to un
checked produce-and-consume so weakened the American
Majority (which enslaved itself willingly, it must be conceded)
that it became incapable of protecting its own interests, like an
alcoholic in the last stages. If the Grand Inquisitor is right. and
humanity will always enslave itself in some way if not prevent
ed from doing so by an elite, then it is time for the elite as well
as for humanity -- the American Majority in this case -- to face
that fact. The Majority passion for prostrating itself to produce
and-consume would be ruthlessly curbed.
Secondly, in a multiracial society -- and we shall probably
always be that, even after the unavoidable (and possibly desir
able) carnage of the collapse -- a successful elitist government
cannot be overtly racist. By that time the elite will assu,me -
backed by the experience of the collapse -- that a decent, en
lightened Majority wants to be assisted to a realization of its
cultural destiny. That assistance can follow two main lines:
The positive, by which the strengths of the people are aided
and brought out. The negative, by which the weaknesses are
curbed. But the elite can do more than assist through leader
ship; in the end it will be up to the Majority itself to realize its
cultural destiny. Successful in that or not, though, the Majority
in the CE's post-collapse world wi II be living on a plane of dig
nity and possibility rather than in the present morass of subhu
man ignomir1)'. The minorities will have the concurrentoppor
tunity to work out their own cultural destinies. What they do,
however, will not be of great interest to the Majority; nor
should the Majority be of interest to the minorities. Majority
and minorities should be able to coexist on different levels of
cultural destiny without being any more conscious of each
other than different animals on a farm. The elite will not permit
it to be otherwise.
On the basis of the five steps above, the CE will mount its
campaign to take over. To the average American, the imple
mentation of these steps will not seem as drastic nor as unusual
as they do on paper, because they will unfold slowly and with
an organic inevitability. For instance, he may not even notice
the initial shifts in the media; and may not pay much attention
'when a changing climate provokes a strong reaction from the
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minority/liberal forces. When a neighbor talks to him about
the horrors of the school system and advises him to pull his
children out, he may demur. But when the minorities riot at
that school (perhaps orchestrated, perhaps not), and a number
of his neighbors remove their children, he'll probably do the
same. He will become accustomed to the screeches of the
minority/liberal coalition about what awful things are happen
ing and how difficult it is to pinpoint the culprits, whose worst
crime seems to be calling for change. By the time welfare pay
ments are cut off nationwide, and the minorities riot and the
military step in, he will feel they brought iton themselves, and
be quite indifferent to their fate. Cries from the liberals about
being framed will fall on deaf ears.
From then on, events will move rapidly. The stock market
will crash, at long last, the country's monetary system will fall
into chaos, and the army will take over completely, under the
direction of the CE, which will become public, assuming con
trol of all Federal, state and local governments.
In the next few years after that, our average American's life
will be very difficult materially, and he will lose many of his
comforts, but he will find that he receives a great deal in return.
His life, like that of his country, will have form and direction.
The criminal and chaotic element will be gone, and he will be
able to walk the cities without fear, read a book or watch tele
vision devoid of minority propaganda, and put his children in
peaceful schools. The minority members with whom he deals
will,be polite, and conscious that they are a minority, especial
ly in a cultural sense. They will be grateful for the opportunity
to coexist, and will conduct themselves accordingly. For his
part, he will treat them politely, and respect their rights as they
respect his. If he wasn't decent to begin with, he will have
become so, given a chance. The pre-collapse, produce-and
consume, minority-dominated nightmare will seem a very bad
dream.
It seems quite improbable that a CE could take charge and
produce such results, given the reality and seeming inevitabili
ty of that very bad dream today. But even so, it is important to
realize that the invincibility of the forces of darkness rests not
on thei r own strength but on the weakness and lack of decency
of our side. They are not holding us down as much as we are
holding them up. It is difficultto believe that we are so debased
thatthere are no Bill Stephensons outthere; it is even more dif
ficult to believe that if they are out there, they are not decent
enough to act.
A conspiratorial elite is the only chance left to America, and
only if it comes into being soon, because the hour is very late.
Nothing else has any chance at all. There arrives a time in
every fated situation when the uselessness of further conversa
tion and discussion becomes apparent to everyone. Even the
most addicted procrastinators and evaders finally tire of baby
talk and understand that it is action or nothing. This is not to
say that they do act; only that they recognize finality when it
occurs. And for anyone who has the necessary qualifications
for service in a conspiratorial elite, the fact that the moment of
decision is at hand for him is far more obvious. It is inescap
able.

John Nobull

NOTES FROM THE SCEPTRED ISLE
The murder of Lord Louis Mountbatten was a crime, but it
does strike me that if we had to lose any member of the royal
family, he was the one we could best spare. It was he, with his
scrawny Jewish wife, who handed over India to the most ap
palling massacres in 1947. Little wonder that he has been the
darling of the media ever since.

*

*

*

I am reading Lord Lovat's memoir, March Past, complete
with introduction by that marvelous anachronism, lain Mon
creife, a man worthy to set beside Gayre of Nigg and other ec
centric Scots. I don't care what Auberon Waugh says, the rea
son Lovat chucked Evelyn Waugh out of the commandos
was that he was a damned nuisance. Anyway, Lovat's
part in the Dieppe raid, climbing the cliffs to knock out
guns which were massacring the Canadians on the
beach, speaks for itself. Every single photograph in the
book features fearfully handsome Nordics. Alas, Lovat's
brother, Hugh Fraser, is well ensconced with the powers
that-be, which is probably why the book was published
by the loathsome "Lord" Weidenfeld. Instaurationists no
doubt realize the whole commando myth is based on the
effectiveness of the Boer commandos during the South
African wars.
There is something to be said for a tradition of standing
against the tide. That is why there is a disproportionate
number of racists among Irish Protestants, and English
and (even more) Scotch Roman Catholics.
Here is a passage from the introduction by Moncreife:
liThe celebrated Simon Fraser, eleventh Lord Lovat, had
abducted my own ancestress, widow of the ninth Lord, in
1697, and forcibly married her while a piper drowned her
screams and clansmen cut off her stays with their dirks
and so thrust t-er into bed." Well, after all, he did marry
her. It's not like the old ballad of Edom O'Gordon, where
the villain burns the lady alive when she refuses to be ab
ducted.

*

*

*

What moralists fail to understand is that the whole aim
of the pornography industry is to frustrate, not satisfy. It is
the frustrated who buy the illustrated sex magazines orwho go
to see "blue" films. The women photographed for these pur
poses remain with those who control the market. The weak
Majority boobs pay through the nose not for satisfaction, but
for more frustration.

*

*

*

I have often been puzzled by the Jewish objection to Beetho
ven's Ninth Symphony. The choral parts have occasionally
been referred to as typically "Nazi. Yet the sentiments ex
If

pressed in the adapted words of Schiller, borrowed by Beetho
ven, are extremely internationalist in nature: All men shall be
brothers wherever thy soft wing passes." I now think the rea
son must be that the very idea of joy, a sure sign of mental
health, is hateful to the Jewish mind. Besides, it may remind
them of "Strength through Joy." However, there is more to it
than that. The Romantic appeal to universal sympathy is, by
implication, directed only to those capable of responding. It is
not unconditional, and implies rejection of those unable to re
spond.
If

*

*

*

One of the subtle ways in which Whig (viz. liberal) his
torians tell us that there is no alternative to the present
mess is by denigrating the past. For example, we are fre
quently told that the teeth of Queen Elizabeth I were
black (they were), from which we are supposed to infer
that everyone had bad teeth at that time. This is very far
from the truth. The English plague pits from the 14th to the
17th centuries show extremely good teeth, rather worn
down from chewing rough bread. Only the rich could af
ford sugar, which rots the teeth of most Anglo-Saxons
nowadays.

*

*

*

At a recent trial in London, ex-Chief Superintendent
John Groves of the London Metropolitan police was
heavily fined for passing on secret information to "Sir"
Eric Miller concerning a notorious crook called Judah
Binstock. A Bar Mitzvah organized by Eric Miller in Jeru
salem in January 1978 was attended by up to 100 guests,
including Groves. It is good to know that law and order
are in such safe hands.

*

*

*

Tell me, how much will you begivingthis year to UNI
CEF's Save the Children Fund? You might as well know
where the money will be going. Rhodesian forces who at
tacked the guerrilla base of Chimoio in Mozambique
found piles of medical equipment from UNICEF, as well
as from Eastern Bloc countries, and even South Africa! In
one bunker they discovered two tons of food supplies, in
cluding Canadian and Dutch canned goods and powdered
milk packets marked "Gift from the Government of Switzer
land."

*

*

*

Enoch Powell is a complex character who has done sterling
service in pointing out the dangers of colored immigration into
Britain. But he is more a prophet of nationalism than of racism.
Indeed, he is on record as being in favor of assimilating
colored immigrants by intermarriage, and his objection to
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large numbers is that they are obviously unassimilable. He has
spoken of them "wearing the uniform of color," but at the
same time has said that he does not know what race is. His
patriotism is of the mind rather than the heart, and he sees tra
ditions as an essential social binding force, rather than as a
deeply felt collective idea which transcends and evolves. In
other words, he has philosophically much more in common
with American kosher conservatives than with radical right
ists. Consider this remark of his to Northern Irish Protestants:
"It is blasphemy to attach words like loyal and loyalist to any
one who does not accept the law of the land." But what if laws
are unjust, as the race relations laws are? Is our obsession with
"law and order" going to make us obey them? I rather think not
-- and I can think of many other Englishmen in history who
reacted against laws which they conceived as unjust.

*

*

*

Lord Graham, the Duke of Montrose, is leaving Rhodesia to
settle in South Africa. Who can blame him? He fought the good
fight in favor of the Unilateral Declaration of Independence,
and remained a hard-liner throughout as a minister in Ian
Smith's government. He did all he could, and sees no point in
remaining under black majority rule. For those who remain,
there will be a gradual (or swift?) whittling away of their rights,
and probably sequestration of their assets, as in Kenya and
Zambia. Only the Rhodesian army remains as a shining exam
ple of what can be achieved by whites in Africa.

*

*

*

Strangely enough, I am not hosti Ie toward IISir" James Gold
smith. His mother was a Gentile (which explains why he is bet
ter looking than most Jews), and he has told his friends that he
is against race mixing, "I know it is a mistake because I am a
half-caste myself." For some reason, half-Jews with Jewish mo
thers are more pernicious than half-Jews with Jewish fathers. I
suppose it is partly because the former have non-Jewish
names, and can therefore infiltrate more easily. Humphrey
Berkeley, the ex-Labour and ex-Conservative MP is a horrible
example. Charles Kingsley and General Booth also had Jewish
mothers. I think it has something to do with the fact that the
Jewish Momma is even more repulsive than the Jewish Poppa.
This may have something to do with the fact that Jewish men
far prefer Nordic women. The Rothschilds, who marry aristo
cratic Gentile wives, are much easier to get along with in con
versation, and look a lot nicer too.
I have had the opportunity to meet Goldsmith and have
even been with him at a gambling club (kept by an old friend of
mine) where I saw him playing roulette at £2,000 a spin. He
was incisive, but not unpleasant personally, and his views
were impeccably just right-of-center kosher. He is credited
with originating the saying that London will be the Calcutta of
the 21 st century. I cannot imagine a 100%- Jew making any
such remark. In view of the number of Bengalis in London, it
comes too near the bone. I have not yet seen the magazine
Now which Goldsmith is publishing, but it is probably less
poisonous than Time or Newsweek.

A Briton Expatiates on a Nobull Theme
John Nobull in "Notes from the Sceptred Isle" (November)
correctly emphasizes that hereditarists should not overlook
the environmental factor. By what other process but through
the wrong environment has the Majority, in Britain and Ameri
ca, descended to its present condition?
As implied by John Nobul/, youth is the stage where the en
vironment counts the most, and in this connection I feel we
must recognize the failure of "liberal" society to provide the
kind of background in which our young can grow up to be
come useful citizens.
I see no !JtJ/ution to this problem except through our accep
tance of a degree of regimentation in the lives of the young,
culminating -- at least in the case of males -- in compulsory
military service. Those who would throw up their hands in hor
ror at such concepts have failed to suggest any alternative pro
cess by which the huge surplus of spare time at the disposal of
young people can be filled by other than useless pursuits, at
the worst anti-social and at the best of no benefit whatever to
body, mind and spirit.
Observe in any town or city in the West today the droves of
youngsters idling their time in coffee bars and on the streets, a
sickly pallor on their faces and their eyes registering boredom
and despair -- relieved only by the drug of abominable music
screeching out from juke-boxes or transistors, and you have a
monument to liberalism's obsession with the "freedom of the
individual. "
In fact, such youth are not really free at all but are just being
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regimented in a different way -- in a way conducive to anar
chy, nihilism and alienation from national and racial identity.
No one can pretend that in their response to fashions of music,
dress, hairstyle, living habits and views about society (where
they have any at all) they are anything better than slaves.
We must recognize that real freedom is something earned,
and something that can only be beneficially used, by people
who attain real maturity in life whereby they may be fit to em
ploy such rights and privileges that that freedom bestows in a
manner enhancing of self and community. Such maturity is
reached by some adults (although only a minority); it is scarce
ly ever reached by people in their teens. From this it follows
that teenagers are bound in some way to be directed in their
way of life, whether openly in the form of strong adult leader
ship or covertly in the form of fashions, fads and ideologies fed
to them by means of a mass media controlled by those whom
they seldom see. In my submission, the former is vastly prefer
able.
Such direction is particularly necessary in the case of those
who would otherwise fall prey to what has been called in your
magazine "The Feminizing Effects of Formal Education." Edu
cation without extra-, and indeed intra-, curricular activities
that mold real men and women is a blight on our civilization,
not a boon to it. It is perhaps a reason why the Nordic element
in our populace, which on average is found represented most
strongly in the educated classes, is also the element which
manifests the highest degree of flabbiness.

. Stit:rinB$ i~i
Memphis. Wyeth Chandler IS the tlrst
mayor of Memphis in more than forty years
to be elected to three consecutive terms.
White voters, aware that one great Southern
city after another -- Atlanta, Richmond,
New Orleans, Birmingham -- had fallen to
blacks, turned out at the polls on November
15 in sufficient numbers to reelect Chand
ler. To help get out the crucial vote, mem
bers of the Southern National Party spent
many hours working at Chandler's cam
paign headquarters. They also distributed
literature across the city which told whites
what cou Id be expected if a black was elect
ed mayor. This work was a significant factor
in the outcome of the election.
A cross-burning on the lawn of the resi
dence of the black mayoral candidate, for
mer Criminal Court Judge W. Otis Higgs, Jr.,
added fuel to the closing days of the cam
paign. A second cross-burning at the home
of a Mrs. Rosie Lee Williams uncovered the
fact that she had previously filed a paternity
suit claiming that Judge Higgs was the father
of her illegitimate son (now 21).
The final tally was 120,207 votes for
Chandler (52.9%), 107,232 votes for Higgs
(47.1 %). In the fifty-five precincts where at
least 98% of the registered voters are white,
Chandler received 56,314 votes (90.7%),
Higgs 5,744 (9.3%). Overall, the mayorob
tained less than 2% of the black vote,
though he repeatedly emphasized he would
welcome such support and would continue
to treat all black Memphians fairly, as in
deed he had during his two previous ad
ministrations. The racial makeup of Mem
phis is approximately 50% black.
In Chandler's victory speech, he gracious
ly stated that his opponent had "conducted
himself throughout his campaign as a gen
tleman." Higgs, when he conceded, sarcas
tically opined, "The real loser tonight is the
city of Mempllio5." He added, "I feel an urge
to shed tears, but if I cried here tonight, I'd
be playing right into the hands of Wyeth
Chandler."
The black candidate picked up some sup
port from the wealthiest voters. In one af
fluent area known for its concentration of
Jews, 13.7% of the vote went to Higgs. In
Memphis, the black-Jewish alliance seems
to be holding firm.
It should be noted The Commercial Ap
peal, Memphis' largest daily paper, backed
the black candidate. Chandler's accom
plishments as mayor were downgraded,
while Higgs' virtues and ability to get Mem
phis "moving" -- to keep it from being "po
larized" -- were praised to the skies. The
newspaper attributed his defeat to a lack
luster campaign and the fact that he did not

law, failure to report known or suspected
child abuse is a second-degree misdemean
or punishable by a 60-day jail sentence. We
may assume that the pedagogues who have
been covering up for Green for the last three
years will not spend one second behind
bars.

know anythrng about city government.
Higgs, typically, blamed his defeat on ra
cism.

Washington, D.C. The Palestine America
Congress, 400 delegates strong, met in the
nation's capital last summer. One of the
speakers was Karim Khalaf, mayor of a West
Bank town, who noted that 36% of the land
seized by the Israelis in the 1967 war has
now been transformed into Israeli settle
ments. When the congress adjourned, an
Executive Committee sent out an "Action
Memorandum" calling for "an alliance be
tween various minority groups on issues of
joint concern, including the liberation of
Palestine." By such tactics Americans of
Palestinian and Arab descent are trying to
capitalize on the black-Jewish feud pro
voked by the firing of Andrew Young. Since
they feel they can get no support from the
Majority, they are working the black side of
the street. With friends like the Russians, the
Russian satellites, most of the Third World,
and American blacks, the Palestinians,
though white themselves, are increasingly
exposing themselves to the charge of being
antiwhite, pro-Moscow and anti-Western.
Zionist propaganda is not reluctant to rein
force this image. If there was any moral ity in
international affairs, the dispossessed Pales
tinians should find their greatest support
from the American Majority, preferably
from believing Christians. But morality in
the U.S. plays second fiddle to media im
morality, and most believing Christians pre
fer the people of the Book and the napalm
bomb to the homeless Palestinians. Conse
quently, strange political alignments arise.
A, who should be helping B, becomes the
ally of C, because both A and B are prevent
ed by unending salvos of hate propaganda
from discovering what has really been hap
pen i ng in the M idd Ie East.
Pinellas Park, Florida. Moses Green, the
philandering black dean of the town's high
school, has finally been suspended. He was
first reprimanded for sexual misconduct
with teenage white girls in October 1976,
while teaching at another high school. After
another complaint, he was put on proba
tion. Then, in March 1978, after being pro
moted and transferred to Pinellas Park High
School, another white female student com
plained of his advances. Although he failed
a lie detector test, he was kepton.lnJanuary
1979, another complaint was ignored.
Finally on May 7, 1979, he was charged
with immorality, misconduct in office and
gross insubordination. Nevertheless, he was
kept on at full salary. According to Florida

Richmond, VA. Dr. Gilbert Silverman,
Freudian psychiatrist, pleaded guilty to
three charges of sodomy and three counts of
unlawful sexual intercourse with three fe
male mental patients.
TV fundamentalist preacher Jerry Falwell
spiced a speech at an "1 Love America" rally
attended by Virginia Governor John N. Dal
ton, Lt. Governor Charles Robb (Mr. Linda
Johnson) and Attorney General Marshall
Coleman with the remark that Jews "can
make more money accidentally than you
can on purpose." Jewish organizations ago
nized that Dalton, Robb, Coleman and other
political officials should have left the rally
the moment this unfunny joke was uttered.
Ironically, Falwell's speech was rousingly
pro-Zionist in keeping with the presenttrend
of fundamentalist Christian foreign policy.

Dr. Eric Lipman has sold a 70-page Hitler
speech, together with other letters and
memorabi I ia by Nazi leaders, to Brandeis
University for $20,000. Lipman did not ex
plain how he obtained this material.

Canada. From our north-of-the-border
correspondent. Some friends and I recently
enjoyed a concert by the Swedish pop-rock
group Abba at Maple Leaf Gardens in Toron
to. A pleasure for the ear, there was much to
catch an observant eye. The Nordic hand
someness of the musicians was highlighted
on a stage with a backdrop done in a North
ern mountains motif. The unmistakable
Abba sound is as much a creation of an in
genious audio technology as it is of musical
artistry. Enthusiastic and well-behaved, the
audience of about 18,000 was pure white.
In composition it had fewer teenagers than
the standard rock concert crowd. Not a
whiff of marijuana smoke tainted the air.
European rock of the Abba brand, with its
roots in European folk music, is as genuinely
wh ite as American country music.
Ireland. During his triumphant tour of the
Emerald Isle, Pope John Paul II was intro
duced to a Polish priest named Father
Marian, who was described as a "survivor"
not only of Auschwitz and Birkenau, but
also of Buchenwald and Dachau. Since all
these camps have been called extermina
tion centers by the media, Father Marian
must have five lives less than a cat.
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Paris. One of France's leading gangsters is
a certain Pierre Goldman, who has literally
gotten away with murder in recent years.
Somehow, instead of going to jail, he spent
most of his time, when he wasn't breaking
the law, in promoting leftist causes. Since
the government seemed to have a special af
fection for the invulnerable Goldman, vigil
antes decided to take the matter into their
own hands. Goldman was shot down in
cold blood and in broad daylight by three
men armed with pistols. The "Honor of the
Police" movement claimed responsibility in
a phone call to a French news agency. Since
Goldman was a Jew, his murder was big
news. Eulogizing the dead man while five
thousand Jews screamed antifascist obscen
ities, Chief Rabbi Jacob Kaplan claimed the
act was triggered by a new wave of French
anti-Semitism.

ing addressed directly to Jewish ticket hold
ers, "Greetings also to you brothers and sis
ters of the people from whom the Savior
came. We here in no way wish to look for
guilt in others." It might be noted that this
disclaimer was not used in the NBC-TV
Holocaust show. It might also be noted that
rather than revise the Oberarnmergau script,
the ADL could more effectively exercise the
residual anti-Semitism of the Crucifixion
and the events leading up to it by going all
the way and changing the master script -
the New Testament. No doubt the ADLers
will get around to this someday.
Mos(ow. The following is a partial list of
American books confiscated by Soviet
authorities prel iminary to the opening of the
1979 Moscow International Book Fair:
Bukharin by Stephan F. Cohen

West Germany. In West Berlin, police
have arrested one Gunter Allon, a Jew who
set fire to his own house and restaurant in
order to collect the insurance. Before the
conflagration he carefully decked the walls
with swastikas so he could blame the arson
on neo-Nazis.

*

*

The Arts of David Levine
Identity: Adventures in Living Judaism by
Martin A. Cohen
White Nights by Menahem Begin
Art and Revolution by Berger

*

The Bonn government has earmarked 1.5
mi Ilion marks toward the construction of the
Albert Einstein Center at the Weizman Insti
tute in Rehovoth, Israel. Ulrich Duebber,
member of the West German pari iament,
said that the center will strengthen the al
ready close ties between German and Israeli
physicists. Meanwhile, the parliamentary
budget committee has approved 500,000
marks for the German History Chair at the
University of Tel Aviv.
Oberammergau. Ever since Jews first be
came a w~rld power, approximately a
hundred years ago, they have sought to
black out any artistic manifestation any
where that put them in a bad light. Nothing,
of course, puts them in a worse light than a
dramatization of Jesus' last days in Jeru
salem. Almost every decade for the last 350
years the Oberammergau Passion Play in
Germany has been doing just that. As the
Gospels tell it and as the Oberammergauans
play it, Jewish priests and a Jewish mob de
manded Jesus' death and get their wish
when Pilate washes his hands. Needless to
say, the Oberammergau production has
long been a target of Jewish censors, and
after World War II the pressure has been
fearful. A few years ago the Anti-Defama
tion League sent two theology professors to
the Bavarian Alps to rewrite the script. This
summer the audience will hear the follow

The Holocaust Years by Chertokh and
Spencer
Modern Jewish History by Chazen Che
chen.
My Country by Abba Eban
Soviet and American Society, a Compari
son by Pau I Hollander

Plus books by Orwell, Solzhenitsyn, Sak
harov and Svetlana Alliluyeva, Stalin's
Americanized daughter.

Almost certainly to be banned in any New
York International Book Fair will be a new
Russian bestselling novel At the Last Frontier
by Valentin Pikul. The author portrays Ras
putin as a Zionist "tool," on the ground he
had a Jewish secretary named Aaron Siman
ovich (/nstauration, Nov. 1976). The holy or
unholy monk is also charged with being in
volved in the operation of nightclubs owned
by Jewish bankers.
Spain. The Spanish Tourist Bureau is try
ing to dip into the thick wallets of American
Jews by running full-page ads in Jewish
newspapers. The headlines sirenishly sing,
"Come to Spain and revisit the Golden Age
of Judaism:" But there are problems -- co
ordination problems. Timed with the release
of the ad and often appearing in the same
newspapers, was a press handout from the
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B'nai B'rith International denouncing Spain
for not recognizing Israel and for cozying up
to the Pto. When Arafat visited Madrid, the
wicket got even stickier. The Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Or
ganizations, the ex-officio State Depart
ment, called in Spanish Ambassador Jose
lIado, lectured him severely and sent him
scurrying off to Madrid with a quasi-ultima
tum: Recognize Israel or face a travel or
economic boycott! If it should be a travel
ban, Instaurationists will know where to
spend their next European vacation.
Israel. Samuel Flatto-Sharon is the Stavis
ky of the 1970s. A Paris court sentenced him
in absentia for bilking French citizens out of
$250 million by creating fictitious land in
vestment companies which never repaid
huge amounts of borrowed money. Flatto
Sharon fled with his loot to Israel where he
bought himself a seat in the Knesset. Al
though Israeli authorities have charged him
with vote fraud, they are most reluctant to
have him extradited to France. Flatto-Sha
ron runs an international "hit team" that
was last heard of in the African bush trying
to hunt down Idi Amin.

* years
* after
* they were kid
More than three
napped by Israeli secret agents in Kenya,
Thomas Reuter, 27, and Brigitte Schulte, 28,
two young Germans, were brought to trial in
Israel and given a five-year prison sentence,
which means they will be released in 1981.
The trial, presided over by a military judge,
was closed to the press and the charges
against the defendants were never made
public. Rumor, and only rumor, has it that
the two defendants had supplied the PLO
with information about EI AI flight schedules
in Nairobi, as a prelude to an act of sabotage
that never came off. After their capture and
after they had been spirited off to Israel (as
flagrant a violation of international law as
the Eichmann snatch), the two were tortured
and forced to sign confessions. Both had to
wear black hoods for several months, even
during their interrogation. This kind of
"nonphysical" torture is often worse than
the electric prods and thumb-hanging treat
ment Israelis use on Arabs. For one year the
Israel government denied that the two Ger
mans were in custody. The world press,
naturally, was not interested. It reserves its
wrath for Soviet barbarism, not the Israel i
variety.
India. A Hindu organization is doing a lot
of anti-Christian evangelizing in this huge
subcontinent. It is run by high-caste types
who have been attacked as fascists. Appar
ently the leaders are preparing for the inevi
table day when the fraud of "Indian demo
cracy" disintegrates. Their huge member
ship is uniformed, organized into corps, and
practices impressive semi-military drills.
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